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GLOSSARY OF TERMS

“BEC”

The House of Commons Business and Enterprise Committee renamed
the BISC on 5th June 2009. Report on Pub Companies was printed on
21st April 2009 and published on 13th May 2009.

“BII”

British Institute of Innkeeping – a professional body for the licensed
Retail sector with charitable status and a remit to raise professional
standards

“BIS”

A Government body, the Department for Business, Innovation and
Skills is a Government ‘department for growth’ with the aim of
promoting business and innovation, free and open markets, and
creating a highly skilled workforce

“BISC”

The House of Commons Business, Innovation and Skills Committee.
This body is in place to examine the administration, expenditure and
policy of the BIS, and its associated public bodies including Ofcom and
the Office of Fair Trading (OFT). Produced follow up report on Pub
Companies on 23rd February 2010 which was published on 4th March
2010

“CAM”

Customer Account Manager - Brulines

“CE”

Conformite Europeenne – manufacturers’ certification that a product
has met EU consumer safety, health or environmental requirements

“DMS”

dispense monitoring service

“EDIS”

electronic draught information system

“EMC”

electromagnetic compatibility

“IEE”

Institute of Electrical Engineers – A British professional organisation of
electronics, electrical, manufacturing and Information Technology
professionals

“IEC”

International Electrotechnical Commission – is a non profit non
government international standards organisation that prepares and
publishes International Standards for all electrical, electronic and
related technologies, collectively known as “Electronology”
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“IFM”

intelligent flow meter used in Brulines i-draught service

“IP Rated”

The IP Code (or International Protection Rating, sometimes also
interpreted as Ingress Protection Rating) consists of the letters IP
followed by two digits and an optional letter. As defined in
international standard IEC 60529, it classifies the degrees of
protection provided against the intrusion of solid objects (including
body parts like hands and fingers), dust, accidental contact, and water
in electrical enclosures.

“LACORS”

Local Authorities Coordinators of Regulatory Services, now known as
Local Government Regulation, part of the Local Government Group,
and is the central body responsible for overseeing local authority
regulatory and related services in the UK

“NICEIC”

National Inspection Council for Electrical Installation Contracting – the
UK Electrical contracting industry’s independent voluntary body

“NMO”

National Measurement Office, an Executive Agency within the BIS and
the Government’s statutory body responsible for Weights & Measures

“NMWL”

National Weights & Measures Laboratory, part of the NMO

“PAT”

portable appliance testing

“VRS”

volume recovery service which is a customer support function of
Brulines
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FOREWORD

Brulines Group PLC is a listed company based in Stockton on Tees, employing 313 people
and providing business services to two principal sectors – the UK leisure industry and UK
based petro-chemical industry. In leisure, Brulines services over 120 clients who between
them own c.28,000 pubs throughout the UK, over 20,000 of which have Brulines beer
monitoring services.
Since the concept was founded in 1995 Brulines has been the market leader in the provision
of flow monitoring equipment and support services to the UK licensed trade, and has
assisted the owners and operators of pubs to optimise earnings from the sale of alcoholic
beverages.
The UK pub market has evolved significantly during that time, in order to respond to
changes in consumer behaviour, competition from supermarkets and more recently the
challenges of economic recession. In the last three years, in addition to these commercial
pressures, the leased and tenanted pub sector has been the subject of a number of reviews
including those by the Business, Innovation and Skills Select Committee of MPs and the
Office of Fair Trading.
As part of the BISC inquiry and report, a number of challenges were raised about the
accuracy and reliability of flow monitoring equipment and in particular that produced and
supplied by Brulines.
Brulines recognises that it has an important role to play in the industry, and in 2009, we
engaged fully with Trading Standards to assess the appropriateness and integrity of our flow
monitoring processes and in 2010 have engaged the National Measurement Office to
specifically examine the robustness and accuracy of the individual sensors used in our beer
monitoring services.
This document sets out a detailed explanation of our business processes, addresses all the
challenges that have been raised, and comprehensively demonstrates the accuracy and
suitability of our equipment for its use in trade.
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The NMO report is published in full, whilst the rest of this guide is based upon Brulines data
and processes. The figures in this guide have been verified by our independent auditors
Grant Thornton UK LLP Note 1
We value our reputation and are committed to the integrity of our systems and the services
we provide and are delighted that objective independent scrutiny of our business has
reaffirmed the accuracy, robustness and suitability of our product.

James Dickson
Chief Executive
Brulines Group PLC

Note 1
Grant Thornton UK LLP have agreed the figures quoted in this Comprehensive Guide Brief to the file
of information compiled by management, which contained extracts from management information
and from the National Weights and Measures Laboratory Test Report 0592 Revision 1 (dated 23
December 2010), to support the statements being made. This work was performed in accordance
with the terms of their engagement letter in respect of the agreed-upon procedures to test the
extraction of data from the source documents.
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the early 1990s Brulines Ltd developed the Dispense Monitoring Service (‘DMS’) that
provides accurate beer flow monitoring information to benefit owners and operators within
the UK Licensed on-trade, and especially the tenanted pub sector. We now have systems in
over 20,000 licensed premises and manage data from more than one in three pubs within
the UK. In recent years we have developed the i-draught service (“i-draught”) which has
enhanced technological features beyond DMS, including an ability to distinguish between
beer (including stout and cider), and line cleaning fluids (water and line cleaning solution),
and also provides a quality check on the correct strength of line cleaning solution.
Following the first Business & Enterprise Committee (BEC) report in May 2009, we worked
with our local Trading Standards Office to conduct a review of DMS equipment, protocols,
and procedures. Trading Standards carried out a comprehensive review of these and tested
our equipment under controlled conditions following which we received a written response
(Appendix 1b, page 52) containing the test results and their official view that our equipment
did not fall under the requirement to be prescribed by the Weights and Measures Act 1985.
Despite that confirmation from Trading Standards and their guiding body LACORS, we
voluntarily submitted our equipment for independent testing by the National Measurement
Office “NMO” in order to obtain further objective, independent evidence to reaffirm the
robustness of our product. The NMO is an Executive Agency within the Department for
Business, Innovation and Skills and the Government’s statutory body responsible for
Weights and Measures legislation. This Executive Summary also explains the outcome of
the NMO testing which was conducted by the National Weights & Measures Laboratory, a
part of the NMO.
The ongoing integrity of the DMS processes and fairness of the analysis remains
fundamental to the success of Brulines business model where it is vital that we retain our
reputation as a provider of operational transparency and analysis of data which is able to
withstand scrutiny and challenge and which, if required, we are prepared to support under
oath in court. Our equipment, approach and safeguards ensure reliability of data and
procedural fairness including:
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1. Reliable Flow Metering. Capturing raw draught dispense data utilising Titan flow
meters which are installed in the beer lines and line cleaning system. The flow
meters are calibrated in situ with draught product, in conditions deemed
representative of normal operations in that location.
2. NMO Testing. We believe the results from the comprehensive testing regime
completed by the NMO confirm that the accuracy of DMS and i-draught flow
metering, in conjunction with our processes and safeguards, are absolutely fit for the
purpose of beer dispense analysis. The test report TR 0592 Revision 2, dated 17
January 2011 has been published in full, and accompanies this guide as an
independent document as referred to on Page 38. In summary:
a)

We have consolidated the NMO tests into the two main types of draught
product dispensed in the UK (keg and cask) with their respective beer raising
systems as deployed by brewers in the vast majority of licensed premises in
the UK (Note: beer raising systems provide the motive force required to
propel the product from the cellar to the point of dispense in the bar).
NWML
Keg Products Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

291
144.9476

Brulines
DMS
291
145.6691
0.50%

i-draught
291
145.5835
0.44%

Above comprises 17 tests: 1-3, 4a, 4b, 5-10, and 14-19. Excludes test 4. Uses unadjusted test total
volumes/result/delivery

Cask Ale Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

90
41.584

90
41.1274
-1.10%

90
41.5004
-0.20%

Above comprises 5 tests: 11, 11a, 12, 12a and 13. Uses unadjusted test total volumes/result/delivery

Combined Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

381
186.5316

381
186.7965
0.14%

381
187.0839
0.30%

Table1: Unadjusted Volume Results Summary

i.

ii.

iii.
iv.

The summary excludes EMC tests which cannot be categorised above
as they were conducted purely on water. On a consolidated basis for
the EMC tests DMS was +1.61% and i-draught was -0.28%.
The original Test 4 is excluded due to a DMS calibration error. The
results of the retests, Test 4a and 4b are included in the consolidated
numbers above. If the original test was also included this would
change the overall consolidated result for DMS from 0.14% to 0.65%.
All other test results, including those under extreme conditions (which
simply do not occur in the retail environment) are included.
A technical briefing on individual test results is available on Page 39.
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b)

To put those figures in context; 1% of a pint of beer is slightly less than 1
teaspoon. The figures are consistent with the testing carried out by Trading
Standards as per Appendix 1a (page 51), by Titan Enterprises (who
manufacture the flow meters) and by ourselves, both in a laboratory
environment and in the field for many years across thousand of sites.

c)

Considering only the realistic dispense configurations which would be
practical in the field, together with routine data analysis corrections, at test
level, DMS had an error range:
i. From -0.71% (test 2) to +1.71% (test 16) for keg beer and cider, and
+2.08% (test 18) for keg stout
ii. From -5.23% (test 12a) to +3.66 (test 12) for cask ales

d)

Again, considering only the realistic dispense configurations which would be
practical in the field, together with routine data analysis corrections, idraught had an error range:
i. From -0.71% (test 2) to +2.45% (test 8) for keg beer and cider, and
+1.76% (test 18) for stout
ii. From -5.06% (test 12a) to +3.45% (test 13) for cask ales

e)

Across 450 test events i-draught successfully identified whether it was
measuring dispense of beer/cider, line cleaning solution, or water or a
combination of both on 444 occasions being 98.7% of the time. It is likely that
the remaining 6 events would have been identified and rectified by the
normal process of subsequent data analysis which is conducted on every
report that is issued.

f)

In direct response to the recommendation of the BIS Committee, the NMO
clarified the official position on Brulines equipment confirming that it is not
‘prescribed by regulation’ and does not need to be stamped by a weights and
measures inspector. This had already been confirmed by Trading Standards
and LACORS (Appendix 1b, Page 52). However, in the event that the
equipment is deemed to be “in use for trade” under section 7 of the Weights
and Measures Act 1985 it must then comply with section 17 which relates to
false or unjust equipment. In regard to section 7, Brulines is confident that
the commercial application of its equipment, as utilised by our customers and
as described in this guide, is not “use for trade” i.e. measurements are not
taken directly from the flow meter and applied as fines or levies. Secondly,
the high level of equipment accuracy together with the process safeguards
would protect against any allegation of false or unjust use.
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g)

The testing regime was based on measurement of dispense events often
being less than one pint whereas in practice the DMS application is a
measurement of total dispense volume generally shown in gallons. The entire
testing regime was set by the NMO and conducted by their officials across a
variety of both likely and extreme pub dispense conditions: i.e. utilising
different permutations of draught keg and cask beer dispensing equipment
(including un-insulated pipes 100 metres long!).

h)

The dispense temperatures for the keg products tested ranged from an
average of 6 ˚c to 8˚c, being towards the top of the range one might expect in
a retail environment, whereas the cask dispense temperatures during testing
were more demanding, ranging from an average of 14˚c through to a high of
20˚c

i)

The NMO carried out tests at Brulines test cellar/bar. This allowed the NMO
to readily test the equipment in a wide variety of retail scenarios, while still
maintaining the strictly controlled measurement conditions one would expect
to find in a laboratory. It is only in laboratory conditions that the equipment is
able to be comprehensively tested to its full limitations¸ with the NMO being
able to readily change dispense set up configurations.

j)

The NMO have stated in their report that as ‘the equipment is not prescribed
by regulation’ there is no ‘pass or fail’ criteria that can be applied in relation
to accuracy.

k)

Both the DMS and i-draught were not adversely affected by either the
introduction of surplus gas or so called ‘two phase flow’ in the beer line.

l)

The NMO’s testing regime and its requirement to measure individual pours
necessitated an external party (our technology supplier) adapting the DMS
communication technology to register each individual dispense, rather than
its normal requirement to measure total hourly volume, to allow comparison
directly with the NMO’s individual measurements.

m)

As a direct result of the above modification, on two occasions a pouring event
was not recorded. This was caused when the communication panel
synchronised and uploaded data with the back office systems at the same
moment that dispense occurred, thereby missing the dispense event.

n)

Whilst these missing events had no material impact on the accuracy of the
data collected, our supplier corrected the original modification and the
changes were implemented for the supplemental tests, where it is
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demonstrated that the missing events do not re-occur. Under normal
working conditions the missing events would not occur as DMS records
hourly volumes and does not have this modification.
o)

One calibration in original Test 4 was incorrect due to an error in the DMS
calibration set up and the test was redone. We have thorough checks and
systems to pick up such errors which could occur in normal field conditions.
These are further explained in the comprehensive guide.

p)

Electrical (EMC) testing conducted by the NMO under further metrological
dispense test conditions confirmed that DMS and i-draught are not affected
by electrical or EMC interference.

q)

These results from independent testing by the highest UK authority
reaffirms that both systems are fit to provide accurate raw data for
dispense monitoring purposes.

3. Audit and analysis of data including isolating volumes deemed to be part of the line
cleaning process. Brulines does not depend solely on automated review of data. For
example, software identifies beer line cleaning when the water ring main flow meter
is active, however this would not detect all the potential cleaning actions. As such
the software also highlights all ‘potential’ cleaning actions which are then manually
reviewed to determine whether a cleaning action has occurred.
4. Audit adjustments understate beer dispense volumes creating a more positive
variance of delivered volumes over dispensed volumes. The line cleaning volumes
set aside should always work in the favour of the licensee, and for cask ale an
additional favourable allowance is used, as outlined in the audit process in Appendix
2 (Page 54). The complete raw data which is used in comparison measurements is
retained to provide a complete audit trail and allow future investigation. Only in
very exceptional circumstances, such as faults outlined in Appendix 5 (Page 64),
where it is beyond reasonable doubt is the data removed, however a note of any
such adjustment is retained.
5. Adjustments are only made at the time of the audit review. Brulines does not in any
way ‘tamper with’ or ‘manipulate’ the data in favour of the pub company. Any
manual adjustment made by Brulines only takes place during the weekly audit
review when assessed line cleaning data is transferred from the raw dispense data to
a line cleaning water stack in a manner which ensures that beer dispense volumes
are understated creating a more positive variance of delivered volumes over
dispensed volumes.
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6. Continuous weekly trend analysis rather than knee jerk reaction. Information and
trends of dispense against delivered beer barrels are reviewed weekly in gallons over
a period of time, normally a rolling 12 week period with any anomalies being
investigated and corrected where necessary i.e. updated delivery information is
provided.
7. Variance review threshold points. There is no absolute ‘Pass or Fail’ volume
threshold. We analyse the data and trend over time and investigate both unusual
and significant variances including those which might arise as a consequence of
equipment tampering, calibration errors or buying out. The criteria are explained in
Variance Assessment Explained, Page 21.
8. Quality assurance safeguards. In the case of material variance between dispensed
and delivered volume data, which may indicate tie compliance issues, a
comprehensive review of all available data is conducted, including long term trends
and a review of site history including any mitigating factors, and if necessary a flow
meter calibration check; and
9. Supporting evidence. Brulines understands that its customers undertake further
analysis and investigation of material variances, including the establishment of
additional supporting evidence, prior to drawing firm conclusions. It is also a
requirement that members of the British Beer and Pubs Association (BBPA) make
reference to such additional evidence requirements in their Codes of Practice which
must be accredited by the British Institute of Innkeeping Benchmarking and
Accreditation Service (BIIBAS).
In summary the high level of accuracy and repeatability evidenced throughout the
testing confirms that both DMS and i-draught systems are fit for the purpose of
draught dispense monitoring operations including the provision of accurate raw data,
trend analysis and ultimately providing the operational transparency required to
manage draught beer tied compliance.
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GUIDE TO DMS EQUIPMENT AND SERVICE

DMS enables a high and unique level of business transparency by providing trend analysis of
actual draught beer dispense in pubs and bars.

Figure 1 - DMS Operation Overview

The analysis and interpretation of these trends are extremely useful to our customers, the
pub companies, but can also be of benefit to licensees.
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Licensees can access reports on Brulines secure website via a link from the Pub Company,
and can even monitor their business remotely from home or when on holiday. DMS
information can be used to support the following actions:
a)

Transparent draught beer sales performance and development reviews.

b)

Cross checking against till volumes.

c)

Monitoring line cleaning frequency to help maintain serve quality.

d)

Evaluating sales by brand enabling the reduction of unnecessary taps or brands.

e)

Utilising the hot spot report to assess and implement staffing rotas to ensure the
correct amount of staff are on duty at the right time.

f)

Monitoring success levels of promotions and product launches.

DMS Purpose
1. Pub Companies utilise Brulines Dispense Monitoring Service as part of their efforts to
manage and control tied compliance and also provide their Licensees with information
they can use to improve operating performance.
2. The purpose of the service is to identify variances between barrels of draught product
delivered to the Licensees premises by the Pub Company and volume in gallons of these
products dispensed by the Licensee. Where a significant variance is found (above the
Brulines thresholds for review) this will normally merit further investigation.
3. Where Brulines is contracted to do so on behalf of its customer, its Volume Recovery
Service (VRS) will further investigate the variance and where required furnish this and
other supporting evidence to the Pub Company who may then estimate the level of
purchases outside of contractual tie arrangements. Brulines do not, and have no
authority to, issue ‘fines’ or any other sort of ‘toll’ or ‘levy’.
4. Brulines earns its revenues entirely from the sale of hardware and support services.
Brulines is not remunerated or incentivised on the number of buying out admissions or
level of consequential damages recovered by the pub company.
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DMS Equipment

Figure 2 - DMS Installation Schematic

1. Two generations of flow meters are used by Brulines with the core component of both
being manufactured by Titan Enterprises Ltd. The flow meters are used primarily
because they are highly accurate and reliable at measuring liquid flow to a high degree
of repeatability over a sustained period of time.

Figure 3 – DMS flow meter (Titan 300 Series) 1st Generation (image on right with red tamper caps)

2. The 1st generation flow meter (Figure 3) found in dispense monitoring systems installed
in the majority of leased and tenanted pub estates cannot independently differentiate
between the type of liquid flowing through it i.e. beer, line cleaner or water. For this
reason Brulines has a clear and prudent audit procedure to review all data for potential
line cleaning events (as explained in the lines cleaning section Appendix 3, page 57).
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All the potential line cleaning volumes identified by Brulines are transferred out of the
dispense data subsequently presented to pub companies, the data therefore used is a
cleansed version of the core data with non beer volumes not included.
3. Communication panels are ‘IP rated’, have certified components of; power supplies;
EMC and communications requirements; and are described by CE declarations of
conformity.
DMS Installation and Maintenance
1. Installed in the cellar, DMS flow meters are made from food approved materials and
connected to the draught dispense systems by use of industry standard John Guest
fittings.
2. DMS flow meters are not necessarily installed in each individual beer line, as in the case
where one keg supplies two or more taps on the bar, in which case the flowmeter
actually measures the total volume from the keg line rather than by each beer tap.
3. Installed to the guidelines agreed with the manufacturer, the communications panels
are powered either by a fused spur or tamper evident PAT tested plug. The
communication panel has external and internal protective fusing and regulated power
supplies, with trickle charged battery backup. The flow meters are calibrated in situ at
installation and thereafter at specific events. This could be a site visit by an engineer or
CAM, a calibration check (raised by the audit process), product verification, a product
change or following a cellar refit.
4. In terms of field engineers’ qualifications, we are a member of NICEIC, and follow their
guidelines with regard to electrical installation. Field engineers are in addition locally
trained (to either or both of City and Guilds and IEE regulations) as well as being
experienced to carry out and sign off, the required base level for installation and service
work on either or both fused spur or PAT tested sockets. In addition we have engineers
who are qualified beyond the base level to perform the complete range of electrical
works.
DMS Calibration
1. Brulines always calibrate each meter in situ under the same representative conditions as
the beer is normally dispensed in the line. Each line in use in a pub is individually
calibrated as Brulines do not use pre-set values. For unused lines we have flow meters
installed with a preset value, which will detect if the unused line subsequently comes
into use, and an in situ calibration will be arranged.
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2. Calibration is carried out using specialised, traceable, calibrated measuring vessels. Tees
Valley Measurement (local trading Standards office) provide and calibrate the glassware
used to ensure the glassware complies with NWML specification 7322 for ‘Working
Standards of Capacity’. Each vessel is individually calibrated by Tees Valley Measurement
to the accuracy levels required by the above specification. A calibration certificate is held
for each vessel used, and attributable to the individual using it for calibration purposes.
3. Every flow meter is individually calibrated using the calibrated measuring vessel on
installation, if required on subsequent service calls, or if the flow meter is replaced for
any reason.
4. Brulines do not rely on one measurement being taken; the calibration process requires
that the calibration reading can be made repeatedly to within the required tolerance
before a calibration value is accepted. If for any reason the calibration cannot be
repeated a new meter is installed in the line.
5. Flow meter performance and calibration settings are in effect cross checked on a weekly
basis with the weekly audit review of dispense volumes against delivered volumes. If the
volumes measured by the Brulines system appear unusual or show a change from their
previous history a calibration check is carried out by a Brulines Engineer.
6. If the site changes the type of product dispensed from the line and Brulines is informed
of this (i.e. lager for keg beer), an Engineer will be despatched to check the calibration
figure and recalibrate the line where necessary. If Brulines are not informed as above,
the change will be picked up during the data audit by the Auditor as there will be
product delivered for which there is no corresponding dispense data. The Auditor will
then request a calibration check.
7. Before any dispense volumes measured from the Brulines system are used to estimate
the level of purchases outside the tie, the calibration values are checked against their
recorded value by a Brulines Engineer or Customer Account Manager.
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DMS PROCESSES AND SAFEGUARDS EXPLAINED

Rigorous processes and safeguards provide protection for licensees
Brulines receives details of confirmed weekly deliveries from the Pub Company in an
electronic format, which are automatically uploaded into our systems.
The only manual adjustment (other than the specific items that can be deleted noted in
APPENDIX 5, Page 64) that occurs during the audit review is when potential line cleaning
events are identified in the raw data. The entire volume of dispense (including beer) for
every hour identified as containing potential line cleaning is transferred from the beer
volume table to the water (cleaning) table. The transferred volume data is never deleted
and is always available to ensure an audit trail for reference or re-checking in the event that
the licensee contests it.
The line cleaning audit process is very prudent and is designed to understate dispensed beer
volumes creating a more positive variance of delivered volumes over dispensed volumes.
The ongoing integrity of the DMS processes and fairness of the analysis remains vital to the
success of Brulines business model where it is vital that we retain our reputation as a
provider of operational transparency and analysis of data which is able to withstand scrutiny
and challenge and which, if required, we are prepared to support under oath in court.
When Brulines is involved in the review process with a licensee, the variance between the
delivered and dispensed data is individually reviewed, stock movements are checked, the
calibration of the system is verified, and the cellar inspected for physical evidence.
The procedure and detail of these control mechanisms is strictly controlled through internal
audit compliance reviews which ensure that no one individual can act outside the agreed
procedures.
Data Auditing
1.

Because the standard Brulines dispense meter does not differentiate between liquid
types, Brulines have a rigorous audit process to ensure that the volumes used in the
line cleaning process are removed from beer dispense totals. These processes and
procedures formed part of the comprehensive submission to Trading Standards and a
full explanation of the process can be found in Appendix 2, Page 54.
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2.

When Brulines remove line cleaning volumes they remove all liquid flow every hour
where cleaning is suspected. This means some beer volumes are also removed
resulting in a process that under-states the volume of dispensed beer creating a more
positive variance of delivered volumes over dispensed volumes. A full explanation of
this process can be found in Appendix 3, Page 57.

3.

Brulines displays the site line cleaning on its website. Therefore if a Licensee ever has a
suspicion that line cleaning has been missed they can check against this data, and if
necessary contact Brulines with any concerns.

4.

The meter installed in the water ring main is one of the tools Brulines use to identify if
line cleaning has occurred.

Opening and Closing Stocks
1.

Brulines reports potential negative variances as a trend of beer delivered versus
dispensed. The minimum assessment period for a variance is 12 weeks, although the
norm is 18 weeks.

2.

The data for the weeks prior to any period in question is also to identify and allow for
any stock build up. When assessing a negative variance and stock movements Brulines
always takes the prudent view.
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VARIANCE ASSESSMENT EXPLAINED

1.

Brulines have rigorous procedures once a negative or positive variance is identified
which include a calibration check of each line affected.

2.

Where the pub company contracts the Brulines VRS service (which is in place for
16,300 of the sites currently utilising Brulines beer monitoring), Brulines’ CAMs visit
sites for reasons which include positive or negative variances and conduct an
investigation into the variance where appropriate. CAM’s have to follow specific
procedures, strict protocols and standards of behaviour in respect of the investigation.

3.

Where a customer does not use the Brulines VRS service Brulines have explained the
procedures they follow to all their customers and have recommended the customer
uses a similar process and confirms the calibration on site via a Brulines Engineer
before any conclusions are drawn and subsequent actions taken.

4.

Whenever Brulines assesses a negative variance, and before any claim is pursued, a
Brulines representative will check that the calibration value of the meter agrees to the
uniquely registered calibration value.

5.

All visits undertaken by Brulines are documented with the visit notes made available
to the customer Pub Company on a secure web service.

6.

In the case of cask ale with its differing line cleaning regimes Brulines take an even
more prudent view on any negative variance that relates to cask dispense.

Operating Guidelines
There can be many reasons why Brulines visit a pub which are not related to a review of a
volume variance or trend. These visits can be prompted by such things as the response to a
Licensee’s enquiry; a change of tenancy; or simple system checks.
The assessment of a variance or trend in the data is generally made over a minimum of 12
weeks and an average of 18. A two colour traffic light system is used to highlight potential
anomalies requiring further verification or investigation. The use of AMBER and RED simply
highlights the potential gap and the scale of this. More importantly, to avoid the risk of prejudging an outcome these are not strictly defined but are quantified according to a set of
clear guidelines as follows:
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AMBER

1.

Low volume line (less than 1,000 gallons dispensed over a 12 week period). Site has a
negative variance of 11 gallons or more on a given product line and that negative
represents more than 10% or more of dispense over 12 weeks.
a. Example: Negative variance is 18 gallons on the John Smiths Extra Smooth
line and the dispense over the last 12 weeks on that line is 132 gallons –
therefore the 18 gallons represents 13.6% of total dispense

2.

High volume line (over 1,000 gallons dispensed over a 12 week period) – site has
negative variance which constitutes more than 5% of dispensed volume.
a. Example: Negative variance of 64 gallons on Fosters and the dispense is
1,230 gallons over 12 weeks – therefore 64 gallons represents 5.2%

3.

Change of tenancy (there has been a change of tenancy at the site in the last 12
weeks). Site has a negative variance of 11 gallons or more on a given product line
since the date of the change of tenancy.
a. Example: Negative variance of 15 gallons on Carling has built since the
Change of Tenancy (new Licensee) 8 weeks prior.

4.

Positive variance on any line which represents 3 times the average weekly delivery.
a. Example: Positive variance of 39 gallons on Carlsberg line when the average
weekly delivery is 11 gallons a week.

5.

Site is suspected of tampering (having been reviewed by the VRS function) and
requires further investigation by CAM/Engineer
a. Example: There is missing dispense data on the Carling line (biggest selling)
on a Saturday evening when all the other products are being sold and this has
happened on two consecutive Saturdays.

These basic rules are supported by thorough verification procedures undertaken by a Data
Auditor which involves a check of stock holding prior to the 12 weeks being reviewed to
ensure there was not a stock movement prior to the 12 weeks which would explain a
negative. When reviewing stock data the Auditor will generally review 18 weeks in total
(hence 6 weeks prior to the 12 being reviewed) and where suggested by the data a 26 week
review is undertaken to fully verify the position.
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RED

1.

Site has a negative variance of 22 gallons or more on a given product line and that
negative represents more than 20% or more of dispense over 12 weeks.
a. Example: Negative variance is 36 gallons on the John Smiths Cask line and
the dispense over the last 12 weeks on that line is 132 gallons – therefore the
36 gallons represents 27.2% of total dispense

2.

Change of Tenancy (there has been a change of tenancy at the site in the last 12
weeks). The site now has a negative variance of 22 gallons or more on a given product
line since the date of the change of tenancy.
a. Example: 24 gallon negative variance on Tetley has built up since the COT (8
weeks ago) – so down to the new tenant

3.

VRS/Engineer/Customer or CAM has confirmed there are indications that equipment
on site may have been tampered with:
a. Example: A VRS CAM visited the pub on a Saturday evening posing as a
customer (having reviewed the AMBER flag data which indicated missing
dispense on the Carling line on a Saturday evening when all the other
products are being dispensed). The CAM purchased a pint of Carling and
observed other pints of Carling being purchased. A review of the data would
confirm that the Carling line was not recording and had potentially been the
subject of tampering.

In exactly the same manner as for the ‘AMBER’ flag the Data Auditor would check for stock
movements prior to the period under review.
This traffic light system again demonstrates that Brulines methodology is extremely
cautious and non judgemental through the use of a clear set of categorisation guidelines.
That we utilise further verification processes to try to “explain away” anomalies (e.g.
checking for stock holding and sizeable orders) demonstrates that we do our utmost to be
cautious about raising sites for further investigation.
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VOLUME RECOVERY SERVICE (“VRS”)

1. Brulines VRS Customer Account Managers (“CAM’s”) visit the Licensees of Pub
Companies contracting the VRS service to review negative variance data. This is initiated
whenever possible through a discussion with the Licensee.
2. 34 CAM’s work for Brulines. The qualities required of a CAM (see point 4 below) are
generally found in individuals who have been trained in organisations such as the HMRC
or HM Services.
3. All CAM’s whether employed or self-employed, undergo a rigorous selection process and
a minimum of 1 months training prior to commencing activities in the field. They are
monitored closely by their Line Manager over the following 6 months. Every CAM is
formally assessed in the field twice a year in respect of performance and procedural
compliance.
4. The nature of the CAM role can occasionally lead to a difficult discussion with a Licensee
although confrontation is very rare. The qualities we seek in any individual recruited to
the role as a minimum are: highly diligent; disciplined; methodical; courteous; assertive
(but never aggressive); and the ability to remain calm when difficulties arise. Brulines
experience is that these are qualities often found in people with a Customs & Excise,
HMRC, HM Services or Forces background.
5. Allegations of “intimidation” have been made against Brulines and its CAM employees,
although it is noted that no evidence to support these claims has been forthcoming. In
ten years of operation, there have been no proven incidents of intimidation by any
members of Brulines staff. Any such allegations would be taken seriously and
investigated appropriately within our comprehensive Investors in People accredited
processes.
6. Under the Health and Safety at Work Act 1974, Brulines is obliged to record all instances
where a CAM is abused or assaulted in the course of his duties. In 2010 there were 24
recorded instances of unprovoked incidents, which ranged from verbal and physical
intimidation through to assault, with resulting conditions including anxiety and panic
attacks through to a broken jaw.
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GUIDE TO i-draughtTM EQUIPMENT & SERVICE

i-draught equipment performs to the same high standards as DMS equipment for calibration
and monitoring purposes. Additional technology has been added to make it an ‘intelligent
flow meter’ (IFM) with some innovative features incorporated within the Titan flowmeter
body to make the base information provided even more useful. Unlike the DMS flow meter
which is fitted in the cellar, the i-draught flow meter is positioned under the bar, just prior
to the point of dispense, installed and insulated in line with the dispense equipment. From
this installation the main qualitative aspects of the draught product can be assessed.
Equipment

Figure 4 – Installation schematic for i-draught

1. The 2nd generation ‘intelligent’ flow meter (Figure 6) can differentiate between liquid
types and is used as a core component within the i-draught service. Whilst using the
same flow meter chassis as DMS, the i-draught system incorporates technological
advancements in that for each draught dispense action it identifies the type of fluid, the
temperature of the dispensed liquid, the speed of each dispense event, and the quantity
of liquid in each retail measure. Brulines has an increasing number of these systems
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installed, currently numbering c. 1,500 systems in the Tenanted / Leased, managed and
Independent sectors.

Figure 5 – I-Draught intelligent flow meter (IFM)

2.

Temperature sensor that detects the liquid temperature as it passes through the IFM.

3.

Titanium probes that are used to detect the conductivity of the liquid flowing through
the beer line – this is used in conjunction with a number of other factors to determine
what fluid type is flowing through it.

4.

An onboard micro processor is part of each IFM, and records and time stamps the
information from the temperature, pelton wheel and conductivity probes as the flow
meter starts turning.

5.

As the tap is opened in the bar and the flow meter turns, it starts to record the
information about the temperature, conductivity and volume (a combination of
temperature and conductivity is used to identify the liquid type). This is also time and
date stamped, with the duration of the dispense event being recorded. An IFM is
installed on each beer line and from these for every time the tap is opened we capture;
a. Temperature during the sensing period;
i. Highest recorded temperature
ii. Lowest recorded temperature
iii. Average temperature
b. Conductivity during the sensing period;
i. Highest recorded conductivity
ii. Lowest recorded conductivity
iii. Average conductivity
c. Volume recorded
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d. Duration of flow, including flow rate
e. The fluid that is flowing through for the duration of the event
i. Should this fluid type change during the dispense, then the event is
broken into two or more events
f. Time and date of the event
g. Each event is stored on the IFM and transmitted back to the communications
panel at regular intervals
h. Additional standalone temperature sensors and measurement of remote
coolers can also be added for example to measure cellar temperature
6.

The communications panel receives the packaged information transmitted by the IFM,
stores it and then forwards that and other information back to Brulines Head Office at
predetermined intervals, this data can then be routed straight to website, in ‘real time’,
although in practice this is usually set to every 15 minutes to prudently manage data
transmission costs and running time on battery backup.
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i-draughtTM PROVIDES SIGNIFICANT BENEFITS TO THE PUB INDUSTRY

Brulines beer monitoring is a force for good in the industry
The results for i-draught underline the accuracy in terms of volume and product
identification.
Brulines has testimonials from Tenanted/Leased and Managed Licensees which underline
the potential monetary value which proactive licensees gain from i-draught (Appendix 6,
Page 66).
The product received great endorsement from a Tenanted Licensee in a
presentation to a Morning Advertiser’s MA200 trade event in July of this year
The test results will provide comfort to single and multiple licensees who use the data
proactively to manage their business, who can have continued confidence in its accuracy
when used as evidence of their retail performance in negotiations with the pub companies.
In essence we provide increased transparency to draught beer operations in a pub and an
ever increasing number of licensees use i-draught data to improve their business on many
fronts.
Benefits of the system to Licensees
1.

i-draught was developed to provide additional transparency to draught beer
operations beyond that of our basic DMS (dispense monitoring service), which
licensees can access on Brulines secure website via a link from the Pub Company. DMS
and i-draught information can be used to support the following actions:
a)

Transparent draught beer sales performance for development reviews.

b)

Cross checking against till volumes.

c)

Monitoring line cleaning frequency to help maintain serve quality.

d)

Evaluating sales by brand enabling the reduction of unnecessary taps or brands.

e)

Utilising the hot spot report to assess and implement staffing rotas to ensure the
correct staffing at the right time.

f)

Monitoring success levels of promotions and product launches

g)

Remote monitoring of beer sales whilst away.
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2.

As well as providing the above flow monitoring capability for Pub Companies, idraught is a retail business tool which provides insight into the operating and quality
performance of a pub and when used effectively drives reduced operating cost,
improved quality, increased revenues and ultimately enhances profit. Customers can
stay in control through accessing their information on a secure web site and using this
more comprehensive suite of information that can be linked to the EPOS data from
the Till.
An unsolicited article by Mr Daniels, Licensee at the Tharp Arms (Greene King tenancy)
in Chippenham, published in “The Publican” endorses the benefits of i-draught. The
article, entitled “Mark Daniels – Why I love my Brulines”, brings to life much of the
capability of the i-draught service by describing his experience and how his business
has benefited through using the tools and data to improve operating performance.
Whilst Mr Daniels detailed summary of his experiences clearly antagonised some
opposed to Brulines (as evidenced by comments made in the ‘Readers Comments’
section following the article) many others appeared to appreciate the balance and
objectivity of Mr Daniels, whose positive experience of i-draught is further borne out
by the testimonials in Appendix 6, Page 66. Mr Daniels story has been reproduced in
Appendix 6 with the kind permission of The Publican, and can also be found using the
following link.
http://www.thepublican.com/story.asp?storycode=68553
In addition to the benefits common to DMS, as outlined in Point 1 above, the Licensee
can also:
a)

Identify the cause of product and till yield variances which adversely impact
profitability (e.g. wastage through over pouring, faulty equipment, staff training
needs; pilferage).

b)

Monitor the temperature of all beer lines and associated equipment to ensure
beer is being served to the correct specification.

c)

Receive alerts regarding potential equipment issues so that any fault can be
rectified before there is an adverse impact on the operation.

d)

As i-draught can distinguish between beer, water and line cleaning the
frequency and effectiveness of the clean can be measured. Effective line
cleaning is a major driver of great beer quality and reduced waste.

e)

Assess individual tap performance and remove underperforming taps to save
costs.

f)

Receive data online circa 15 minutes after the dispense event.
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The Perfect Pint
i-draught can measure a number of the factors affecting quality and needed to deliver the
perfect pint consistently.
a)
The temperature of all draught beer products is accurately measured at the
point of dispense throughout the pour.
b)

The flow rate – or time in seconds to dispense a pint is measured.

c)

The hour by hour temperature of the in-line coolers is measured – if they exceed
parameters, Email/SMS alarms can be sent.

d)

The hour by hour temperature of the cellar is measured - if this exceeds
parameters, Email/SMS alarms can be sent.

e)

Line cleaning frequency, and more crucially the effectiveness can be monitored
accurately.

f)

Throughput by line will easily show real ale barrels that are not changed in the
accepted 5 day cycle.

If the perfect pint was served every time in a bar, the Industry estimates, supported by Cask
Marque, on the positive effect on draught beer sales uplift range between 1% and 3%.
Web Based Training

In order that Licensees receive the most benefit from i-draught it is important that the
features and benefits of the system are well understood. This can be via our dedicated idraught team in the Stockton office who use a web based training package. Additionally
seminars can be arranged to train and share best practice and case studies to Licensees.
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Table 2: Summary of differences between DMS and i-draught
Feature

DMS

i-Draught

Till Yield





i-draught compares drinks dispensed to drinks through the
till. Experience has proven that on average 2% of drinks
poured are not rung through the till.

Pouring Yield





i-draught tracks each and every pour to identify over or
under pouring. Over-pouring can be as a result of
malfunctioning dispense equipment or a staff training need.

Beer Dispense
Temperatures





i-draught shows the temperature of each and every beer
poured which can adversely impact product quality. Getting
this right ensures all drinks are served at the perfect
temperature to customers.

Line Cleaning
Frequency

Benefit

i-draught tracks the frequency of line cleaning by line and
the effectiveness of the clean. Lines are cleaned in UK pubs
on average every 2 weeks and poor line cleaning can result
in increased wastage, poor yields, increased costs and poor
product quality.





Line Cleaning
Effectiveness





Tap Utilisation

Partially



i-draught monitors volumes line by line and identifies where
taps are being under used. Removal of surplus taps saves
beer wasted in line cleaning and Technical Services costs.
Because i-draught is connected to each tap it can identify
tap utilisation easily. However, the DMS flow meter is only
connected to a line thus the data requires to be interpreted
depending on number of taps in use i.e. 3 taps on 1 line





i-draught monitors the performance of the cellar cooler and
remote in line coolers so instant diagnostics are available at
all levels including a direct feed to Technical Services for
quick response. Alarms can also be set to alert key
personnel when equipment fails.

Web Based
Cellar
Diagnostics
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BACKGROUND TO NMO TESTING

Following the first Business & Enterprise Committee (BEC) report, Trading Standards
approached Brulines to conduct a review of its Dispense Monitoring Service (“DMS”).
Brulines recognises that it has an important role to play in the industry, and as a responsible
business co-operated fully with the investigation when in 2009, we engaged fully with
Trading Standards to assess the appropriateness and integrity of our flow monitoring
processes and in 2010 have engaged the National Measurement Office to specifically
examine the robustness and accuracy of the individual sensors used in our beer monitoring
services.
The investigation by Trading Standards included a full submission of Brulines operating
procedures, protocols and tolerances, and the testing of the equipment used in flow
monitoring. Trading Standards and their guiding body, LACORS, assessed the results from
the equipment and methodologies employed by Brulines following which they concluded
that neither Brulines’ i-draught or DMS is ‘prescribed equipment’ and does not need to be
stamped under the Weights and Measures Act.
The results (Appendix 1a, page 51) of the controlled equipment tests undertaken by Trading
Standards demonstrated that equipment accuracy was well within operating tolerances In a
subsequent press article Trading Standards reaffirmed these findings:
”David Kitching, Stockton Council’s Trading Standards and Licensing Manager said ‘Stockton
Trading Standards has, under controlled conditions, tested equipment used by Brulines and
found it to be accurate at that time” (Source: Teesside Evening Gazette: 26 November 2009)
Stockton Trading Standards also confirmed that Brulines had not been asked to participate
in further testing of its equipment, voluntarily or otherwise.
A summary of the Trading Standards review was provided by Brulines in its submission to
the Business, Innovation and Skills Committee on 30 December 2009.
In its ‘Pub Companies: Follow up Report’ of March 2010, the Business, Innovation and Skills
Committee made the following statement:
‘The accuracy of data from flow monitoring equipment and the analysis of that data are
highly contentious issues. Flow monitoring equipment could be a helpful tool, for both pub
companies and licensees but only if it is reliable and has the confidence of both sides. Clearly
this is not the case at the moment. We recommend that the Government, through the
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National Measurement Office, urgently clarifies the position of beer flow monitoring
equipment in relation to the Weights and Measures Act 1985. Such equipment must be
included under the Act for calibration and verification purposes’
On 18 March 2010 the then Pubs Minister, John Healey MP, published a 12 point action
plan for pubs which also included a recommendation in relation to flow monitoring
equipment, whereby we should ensure that all flow monitoring equipment is accurate, with
the proviso Government would intervene to ensure fairness if that did not happen.
Following both of these recommendations Brulines voluntarily and unconditionally engaged
the National Measurement Office “NMO” (which is an Executive Agency within the
Department for Business, Innovation and Skills and the Government’s statutory body
responsible for Weights and Measures legislation) in order that independent testing of its
equipment could be carried out.
In direct response to the observations of the BIS Committee, the NMO has since clarified the
official position of Brulines flow monitoring equipment in its report by clearly stating that
the equipment is not ‘prescribed by regulation’, therefore there is ‘no pass or fail criteria
that can be applied’.
We felt it was important that the equipment was tested independently and to the highest
possible standard. The NMO confirmed that the testing would be carried out by the National
Weights and Measures Laboratory “NWML” (which is a part of the NMO).
The NMO also advised that due to the official status of the equipment, testing could not be
funded by the tax payer, thus Brulines were required to pay for the testing on a commercial
basis.
The entire testing regime was devised by the NMO and conducted by their officials from the
NWML across a variety of both likely and unlikely pub dispense conditions, utilising different
permutations of draught keg and cask beer dispensing equipment. The entire testing
process and recording of results was carried out by the NMO under strictly controlled
measurement conditions.
Testing by the NMO is always independently carried out to the same high standards and
strict controls regardless of how that testing is funded. The final report is issued by the
NMO and is a report produced with the due diligence expected of an official government
body.
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Integrity of NMO’s published report
The National Measurement Office (“NMO”) is a highly respected organisation whose
integrity, expertise and high standards are internationally renowned.
Brulines approached the NMO organisation to conduct the testing voluntarily and
unconditionally.
NMO testing is always independently carried out to the same high standards and strict
controls.
The final report is issued by the NMO and as a report from an official government body, it is
published in full.
NMO testing regime was comprehensive
The testing specification and regime set by the NMO was centred around existing tests for
prescribed equipment, such as beer pumps used in metered retail draught beer dispense.
Whilst not being an exact fit with i-draught and DMS applications these specifications for
equipment testing were the closest comparable.
All tests were independently defined and controlled by the NMO and testing was conducted
by their officials in a managed environment to replicate a variety of dispense conditions
which might be found in typical cellar/pub.
Different permutations of draught keg and cask beer dispensing equipment were utilised.
In commercial applications DMS provides volume measurement in gallons. To allow the
NMO to record the tests results in the ‘Test Event’ format, Brulines were required to carry
out a modification to the communications panel. Without this non-standard modification
the only result available to the NMO would have been the total volume for each test rather
than the volume of the individual ‘Test Events’ that constitute each test.
From a flow monitoring perspective the individual ‘Test Event’ results from that DMS flowmeter are not available with a standard DMS system as it is only required to record the total
volume passing through the flow-meter.
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BRULINES SUMMARY OF NMO TESTING RESULTS

The testing results are disclosed in full in the NMO Laboratory Test Report No. TR 0592
Revision 2 dated 17 January 2011 (Page 36). Brulines have separately provided a detailed
technical briefing in response to the NMO report as presented on Page 39.
The NMO’s official results from the testing reaffirm that the level of accuracy and
repeatability achieved by both our traditional DMS and the new i-draught system is well
within the tolerances necessary for beer monitoring purposes.
For ease of summary we have consolidated the NMO tests into two sets of results based on
the two main types of draught product dispensed in the UK (keg and cask) with their
respective beer raising systems as deployed in the vast majority of licensed premises in the
UK (Note: beer raising systems provide the motive force required to propel the product
from the cellar to the point of dispense).
The consolidated summary of unadjusted volume results of the testing are provided here in
Table 3.
NMO
Keg Products Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

291
144.9476

Brulines
DMS
291
145.6691
0.50%

i-draught
291
145.5835
0.44%

Above comprises 17 tests: 1-3, 4a, 4b, 5-10, and 14-19. Excludes test 4. Uses unadjusted test total
volumes/result/delivery

Cask Ale Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

90
41.584

90
41.1274
-1.10%

90
41.5004
-0.20%

Above comprises 5 tests: 11, 11a, 12, 12a and 13. Uses unadjusted test total volumes/result/delivery

Combined Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

381
186.5316

381
186.7965
0.14%

381
187.0839
0.30%

Table 3: Unadjusted Volume Results Summary

Test 4 is excluded from the unadjusted consolidated numbers due to the calibration error in
the DMS test. This test was repeated by the NMO and the results recorded in Tests 4a and
4b have been included in the consolidated numbers. The EMC tests are not included as
these were carried out on water thus cannot be categorised as per Executive Summary,
Section B, point a) i.
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Results were found to be consistent and robust across the NMO testing regime which
evaluated both DMS and i-draught systems across a wide range of dispense parameters
including some very extreme and unlikely conditions which amongst other things induced
surplus gas and back pressure to create so called ‘two phase flow’ in the beer line.
Under these extreme conditions it was at times difficult to dispense beer normally, to such
extent that the beer dispensed would not satisfy a competent licensee, or more importantly
a consumer seeking a quality retail pint.
The dispense temperatures for the keg products tested ranged from an average of 6 ˚c to
8˚c, being towards the top of the range one might expect in a retail environment, whereas
the cask dispense temperatures during testing were more demanding, ranging from an
average of 14˚c through to a high of 20˚c.
Even in these extreme scenarios the results verified the equipment capability favourably; in
one case of dispensing beer through 112 metres of coiled un-insulated beer pipe at ambient
room temperature DMS showed only a 3.7% volume variance, whilst i-draught had a 1.8%
variance. The combination of these extremes and the presence of gas and ‘two phase flow’
had minimal impact on the results.
Table 4 below has been produced to illustrate results for the tests with practical ‘real life’
dispense configurations, ignoring the unrealistic dispense configurations in Tests 5 and 6.
NMO
Keg Products Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

251
125.7572

Brulines
DMS
251
126.2971
0.43%

i-draught
251
126.2001
0.35%

Above comprises 15 tests: 1-3, 4a, 4b, 7-10, and 14-19. Excludes test 4, 5 and 6. Uses unadjusted test total
volumes/result/delivery

Cask Ale Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

90
41.584

90
41.1274
-1.10%

90
41.5004
-0.20%

Above comprises 5 tests: 11, 11a, 12, 12a and 13. Uses unadjusted test total volumes/result/delivery

Combined Test Events
Total Volume (Litres)
Variance

341
167.3412

341
167.4245
0.05%

341
167.7005
0.21%

Table 3: Data Audit Corrected Volume Results Summary

The spread of calibration settings for this testing also supports flow meter calibration being
conducted in-situ under the unique dispense conditions of the retail outlet and utilising the
type of product to be dispensed.
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As outlined in Table 5, across 450 test events i-draught successfully identified whether it
was dispensing beer/cider, line cleaning solution, or water or a combination of both on 444
events, 98.7% of the time, the remaining 6 events would have been correctly identified by
later data analysis
i-draught product identification
Number of pours tested

450

Identification correct

444

% of pours identified correctly

98.7%

Table 5: Summary of i-draught product identification

Electrical (EMC) testing was also conducted by the National Measurement Office, and went
beyond the EMC tests already carried out on Brulines equipment. This ‘extra’ form of testing
incorporated metrological ‘volume dispensed’ tests whilst in the test chamber. The NMO
results confirmed that DMS and i-draught are not affected by electrical or EMC interference.
In summary the high level of accuracy and repeatability evidenced throughout the testing
confirms that both DMS and i-draught systems are fit for the purpose of draught dispense
monitoring operations including the provision of accurate raw data, trend analysis and
ultimately providing the operational transparency required to manage draught beer tied
compliance.
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THE NMO REPORT IN FULL

See Accompanying

NMO Test Report TR 0592 Revision 2
Dated 17 January 2011
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BRULINES TECHNICAL BRIEFING IN RESPONSE TO THE NMO TESTING

The testing regime was set by the NMO and conducted by their officials across a variety of
pub dispense conditions, utilising different permutations of draught keg and cask beer
dispensing equipment. The entire testing process and recording of results was carried out by
the NMO under strictly controlled measurement conditions.
In commercial applications DMS provides volume measurement in gallons per hour. To
allow the NMO to record the test results in the ‘Test Event’ format, Brulines commissioned
their supplier to carry out a software modification (“reconfiguration”) to the
communications panel. Without this reconfiguration the only result available to the NMO
would have been the total volume for each hour of testing rather than the volume of the
individual ‘Test Events’. The bespoke communications panel worked well in 99.5% of Test
Events, however the system missed a single Test Event in both test 1 and test 4. The events
were missed as the panel synchronised and uploaded data with the back office systems at
the same time that dispense occurred. This would not happen with the standard
communications set up used in the field, as it isn’t configured to record individual drinks
rather, cumulative volume. The supplier subsequently made a further modification and
corrected the synchronisation error for the supplemental tests, where the missing events
are shown not to re-occur.
From a flow monitoring perspective the individual ‘Test Event’ results from that DMS flow
meter are less relevant as the system is only required to record the total volume passing
through the flow meter over a 12 week period, and the lowest level of recording is total
volume per hour, not per individual drink as with i-draught.
In test 4 there was human error in the calibration of the test set up. This is clear from the
consistent and repeatable 15% over recording of dispense across Test Events (pours). In
practice this would be detected by a noticeable 15% (and consistent) difference in the
measurements between dispensed and delivered volumes, week on week which would be
flagged for investigation. In this scenario because of its’ linear nature it would in the first
instance generate a service call for an engineer to perform a calibration check, at which time
the error would be identified and rectified.
Full details of the calibration process are explained in DMS Calibration, Page 17 of the
Comprehensive Guide.
The following appraisals outline the metrological testing conditions, results and Brulines
commentary where appropriate;
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Test 1
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispensing condition for Fosters Lager at 20psi (pounds per square in of gas pressure
acting on the product) with pneumatic pump assistance through 12m of 3/8” beer pipe
Total Volume of 8.30 Litres measured by the NMO over 20 dispenses
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.27 Litres ( -0.28%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 8.06 Litres (-2.89%) difference
Commentary
The communication panel reconfiguration to assist NMO data collection resulted in one
missing dispense record for DMS on Test Event 11.
In practice the corrected error for the DMS system would be (+0.12%) and not (-2.89%)
Test 2
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispensing conditions for Fosters Lager at 21psi with pneumatic pump assistance
through 12m of 3/8” beer pipe including a line cleaning system and operation. Volume of
11.85 Litres measured by the NMO over 16 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 11.77 Litres ( -0.71%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 11.77 Litres (-0.71%) difference
Commentary
None
Test 3
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispensing conditions on Fosters Lager at 21psi with pneumatic pump assistance
with dispense through two fonts at the end of 12m of 3/8” beer pipe. Testing included
larger dispenses, slow and fast top ups and fob induced in the line from a keg change. Total
volume of 13.81 Litres measured by the NMO over 20 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 13.91 Litres (+0.71%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 14.02 Litres (+1.50%) difference
Commentary
1. In two of the Test Events i-draught misidentified the liquid flowing through as a ‘non
beer’ mixture of water and beer. This is almost certainly due to the fob which as it flows
through the IFM as; part air, part product, significantly reduces the average conductivity
reading (air isn’t very conductive) taken by the flow meter. This type of reading is easily
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identified by back office software analysis and the i-draught decision would be ‘over
ruled’ by the data analyst.
Under normal operating conditions the ‘non-beer’ dispenses are flagged up by our
Auditor software for a Data Auditor to validate. With these Test Events, the prior and
following dispenses are clearly beer rather than water as such the events would be
reassigned as beer and counted within the dispense volumes for measurement against
till or delivered volumes.
2.

This test demonstrates why individual Test Events cannot be viewed in isolation,
especially in the case of the DMS system where the flow meter measuring volumes is
positioned in the cellar whilst the NMO measurement is being taken at the point of
dispense in the bar. For DMS there was a variance of minus 13.55% on events 3 and 4
and a balancing variance of plus 18.5% on pulls 5 and 6.
Following the change of a keg some gas was introduced into the beer line pipe. At the
time when this gas passed through the DMS flow meter in the cellar, the NMO was
measuring pure beer volume at the point of dispense in the bar. Conversely, at the
time when the gas reached the dispense point in the bar there was pure beer volume
being measured by the DMS flow meter in the cellar. The fact that these events tend
towards cancelling each other out demonstrates that:
a) The DMS system is operating correctly
b) Measurement of total volume dispensed by the DMS flow meter is not affected by
gas volumes as they pass through the meter

Test 4
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispense without pump assistance on Fosters Lager through 12m of 3/8” beer pipe.
Mix of larger dispenses, slow and fast top ups. Total volume of 10.76 Litres measured by the
NMO over 20 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 10.63 Litres ( -1.28%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 11.79 Litres (+9.49%) difference
Commentary
1. For DMS there was no data recorded in Test Event 14 due to the reconfiguration of
the communication panel as described in the opening section of this report. If this
missing DMS record due to the reconfiguration is discounted the actual error for the
DMS system would be (+15.89%) and not (+9.49%)
2. Due to a calibration error on the DMS flow meter, evidenced by the consistent c.16%
gap across all Test Events, the test was later repeated as recorded in ’Test 4a
Supplementary for Test 4’.
In any manual process there is the potential for error, as such Brulines always verifies
the calibration setting of the system as part of its standard checks that take place
prior to any variance or discrepancy being discussed with a Licensee.
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Any damages assessment and estimate is always based upon the calibration setting
that provides the lowest volume of dispense and creating a more positive variance of
delivered volumes over dispensed volumes.
Test 4a Supplemental to Test 4
This supplementary test was added to the test regime. Set up as per ‘Test 4’ but with the
addition of pump assistance. Mix of larger dispenses, slow and fast top ups. Total volume
of 12.53 Litres measured by the NMO over 20 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 12.57 Litres (+0.31%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 12.63 Litres (+0.82%) difference
Commentary
These results are as we might expect and underline the DMS calibration error in the original
test 4, where there was a consistently large volume variance.
Test 4b Supplemental to Test 4 (supersedes original Test 4)
Normal dispense without pump assistance on Fosters Lager at 26 psi through 12m of 3/8”
beer pipe. Mix of larger dispenses, slow and fast top ups. Total volume of 8.197 Litres
measured by the NMO over 16 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.21 Litres (+0.132%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 8.15 Litres (- 0.57%) difference
Commentary
These results are as we might expect and underline the DMS calibration error in the original
test 4, where there was a consistently large volume variance.
At the end of test 4b, the keg ran out of beer during the final pour by the NMO, this created
differing readings between what was measured ‘in the cellar’ by the DMS flow meter (were
there was less beer in the line) and what was measured simultaneously 12 metres down the
line ‘in the bar’ by both the i-draught flow meter which was still relatively fully charged with
beer, and the NMO which was further still up the line.
Had further measurements been taken the readings would have readdressed themselves as
the FOB completed its’ journey through the line and into the glass. Whilst the percentage
difference was large the actual volume difference was relatively small (45ml), and as
explained above had a new keg been reattached would have averaged out to a marginal
difference across the readings surrounding the keg change.
Test 5
Test Conditions and Results
Highly unusual and abnormal dispensing conditions on Fosters Lager with the addition of
100m of coiled, un-insulated 3/8” beer pipe between keg and tap. Total of 112m beer line
utilising a mix of fast and slow top ups. Ten dispenses at 35psi with no pump assist and ten
at 24psi with pump assist to give a total volume of 9.48 Litres as measured by the NMO.
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a. i-draught IFM measured 9.48 Litres (+0.19%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 10.00 Litres (+5.71%) difference
Commentary
The NMO tested the dispense equipment to its limits using a setup that would never be
utilised in any retail environment given its inability to dispense beer to a retail standard.
The DMS flow meter was fitted 112m from the point of dispense in the bar where the NMO
measurement was taken. Given the un-insulated line and potential pressure drop one
would expect there to be a significant variance in the condition of the beer between the two
points, as evidenced by the highly volatile dispense behaviour.
It should be noted that the beer pipe capacity between the DMS flow meter in the cellar and
the point of dispense where the NMO measurement was taken was almost 8 pints (over 4
litres). Under these circumstances a) the actual beer and gas measured by NMO in events 1
thru 9 was never measured by the DMS flow meter and b) the actual beer passing the DMS
flow meter in events 12 thru 20 was never measured at the point of dispense by NMO i.e.
the pipe was so long that the beer measured by the DMS in Test Events 12 to 20 had not
reached the i-draught flow meter or point of dispense by the end of the test.
Based upon the extreme conditions in this test, Brulines were happy with the accuracy of
both i-draught and DMS.
Given the conditions an overall variance of 5.71% on DMS was a creditable result.
The i-draught flow meter which was close to the point of dispense produced an impressive
overall variance 0.186%.
Test 6
Test Conditions and Results
Utilising the abnormal set up from Test 5 with the product changed to Strongbow Cider. In
these highly volatile test conditions a total volume of 9.73 Litres was measured by the NMO
with the following results obtained:
a. i-draught IFM measured 9.90 Litres (+1.80%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 9.37 Litres (-3.69%) difference
Commentary
The NMO tested the dispense equipment to its limits using a setup that would never be
utilised in any retail environment given its inability to dispense cider to a retail standard.
The DMS flow meter was fitted 112m from the point of dispense in the bar where the NMO
measurement was taken. Given the un-insulated line and potential pressure drop one
would expect there to be a significant variance in the condition of the beer between the two
points, as evidenced by the highly volatile dispense behaviour.
Based on the conditions in this test, Brulines are pleased with the results of both the DMS
flow meter with an overall variance of -3.69%, and the i-draught flow meter which, being
closer to the point of dispense, produced an impressive overall variance of 1.80%.
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Test 7
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispense with 21psi keg top pressure and pneumatic pump assistance on Strongbow
Cider through 12m of 3/8” beer pipe. Dispense events consisted of switching across slow
and fast dispenses and top ups. Total volume 9.36 Litres measured by the NMO over 20
dispenses
a. i-draught IFM measured 9.42 Litres (+0.58%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 9.36 Litres (+0.03%) difference
Commentary
Individual dispense event variances ranged from positive to negative within acceptable
tolerances and in the context of overall volume the variance was minimal.
Test 8
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispense at 21psi keg top pressure and pneumatic pump assistance using Strongbow
Cider through 12m of 3/8” beer pipe. Mix of 10 small dispenses, including fast and slow top
ups. Total volume of 2.90 Litres was measured by the NMO.
a. i-draught IFM measured 2.97 Litres (+2.46%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 2.94 Litres (+1.47%) difference
Commentary
Apart from one negligible negative variance both the DMS and i-draught flow meters
measured more than the NMO in individual dispense events.
There was a larger than normal variation between the individual dispense event actions.
In the context of normal working practice, across a 12 week period using retail volumes the
impact would be negligible
Test 9
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispense at 21psi keg top pressure on Strongbow Cider with pneumatic pump
assistance dispensing through two fonts and 12m of 3/8” beer pipe. Mix of larger and
smaller dispenses on standard and super-chilled taps. Total volume of 6.68 Litres measured
by the NMWL over 14 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 6.67 Litres( -0.14%) difference
b. Standard flow meter measured 6.65 Litres (-0.39%) difference
Commentary
None
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Test 10
Test Conditions and Results
Dual dispense without pneumatic pump assistance at 21psi keg top pressure on Strongbow
Cider dispensing through two fonts and 12m of 3/8” beer pipe, including a cleaning
operation on Strongbow Cider. Total volume of 8.11 Litres measured by the NMO over 17
product dispenses with 3 cleaning actions.
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.06 Litres (-0.62%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 8.06 Litres (-0.55%) difference
Commentary
In two of the Test Events the i-draught system misidentified the liquid flowing through as a
‘non beer’ mixture of water and beer, probably due to the FOB which reduces the reading
taken by the flow meter.
Under normal operating conditions the ‘non-beer’ dispenses are flagged up for a Data
Auditor to validate. With these Test Events, the prior and following dispenses are clearly
beer rather than water as such the events would be reassigned as beer and counted within
the dispense volumes for measurement against till or delivered volumes.
Test 11
Test Conditions and Results
Dispense using a hand pump only with a pipe length of 8.5m on Cask Ale. Total volume of
8.37 Litres measured by the NMO over 20 dispenses
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.32 Litres (-0.65%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 7.94 Litres ( -5.13%) difference
Commentary
The calibration setting for the DMS system was reviewed due to the consistent under record
of 5% and the test was later repeated to verify position. See supplementary for Test 11
Test 11a - Supplemental to Test 11
Test Conditions and Results
Dispense using a hand-pump only with a pipe length of 8.5m on Cask Ale a total volume of
7.00 Litres measured by the NMO over 20 dispenses
a. i-draught IFM measured 7.15 Litres (+2.23%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 7.25 Litres (+3.65%) difference
Commentary
The variance was 3.65%, which recognising the variables in cask delivery and condition is
reasonable. In practice, where variance analysis for cask is being investigated, Brulines
prudently reduce all cask volumes by 5%.
Cask ale dispense systems and techniques vary in efficiency resulting in beer being drawn up
under fluctuating pressures, and the ‘live’ product properties may change dependent on the
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conditioning resulting in tolerances which may vary by +/- 5% which is why Brulines reduces
all cask volume by 5%. As has been well documented Brulines have a number of prudent
mechanisms and safeguards to ensure that cask measurement is cautiously assessed.
Test 12
Test Conditions and Results
Unusual beer pipe configuration with fluctuating internal diameters and dispense from a
Cask Ale hand pump with pump assistance and pipe length approximately 16.5m (3.3m of
½” into 12m of 3/8” into 1.2m of ½” beer pipe. Total volume of 8.33 Litres measured by the
NMO over 20 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.52 Litres (+2.22%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 8.64 Litres (+3.66%) difference
Commentary
The variance of 2.22% for i-draught IFM flow meter and 3.66% for DMS flow meter is
reasonable considering the variables in cask delivery and condition. In practice, where
variance analysis for cask is being investigated, Brulines prudently reduce all cask volumes
by 5%.
On two separate occasions both i-draught and DMS flow meters, located in the same beer
line 12m apart with two separate communications panels, recorded dispense Test Events
(between NMO dispense events 10-11 and events 14-15) which were not recorded in the
NMO ‘screen dump’ as being parts of the test by the NMO officers.
Inclusion of the test events missing from the NMO data but recorded by both i-draught and
DMS flow meters would have improved the difference for both systems.
With no way to verify the missing events it was felt best to re-perform the test as a
supplemental to Test 12
See supplementary test for Test 12 below
Test 12a – Supplemental to Test 12
Test Conditions and Results
Unusual beer pipe configuration with fluctuating internal diameters and dispense from a
Cask Ale hand pump with pump assistance and pipe length approximately 16.5m (3.3m of
½” into 12m of 3/8” into 1.2m of ½” beer pipe. Total volume of 10.54 Litres measured by the
NMO over 20 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 10.01 Litres ( -5.06%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 9.99 Litres (- 5.23%) difference
Commentary
This was an unusual configuration of pipe work that it is unlikely to be found in a retail
environment producing quality beer, this is due to the frequent changes of pipe bore, and
thus pressure and the resulting effect it would have on the beer. Brulines have a number of
processes and safeguards to ensure that cask measurement is thoroughly assessed.
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Test 13
Test Conditions and Results
Dispense from a Cask Ale hand-pump though 8.5m of beer pipe including a cleaning
operation on cask ale a total volume of 7.34 Litres over 10 dispenses was measured by the
NMO
a. i-draught IFM measured 7.50 litres (+2.22%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 7.30 litres ( -0.49%) difference
Commentary
The variance on DMS flow meter was -0.49% whilst the i-draught IFM was 2.22%, which in
both cases recognising the variables in cask delivery and condition is reasonable. In
practice, where variance analysis for cask is being investigated, Brulines prudently reduce all
cask volumes by 5%.
Cask ale dispense systems and techniques vary in efficiency resulting in beer being drawn up
under fluctuating pressures, and the ‘live’ product properties may change dependent on the
conditioning resulting in tolerances which may vary by +/- 5% which is why Brulines reduces
all cask volume by 5%. As has been well documented Brulines have a number of prudent
mechanisms and safeguards to ensure that cask measurement is cautiously assessed.
Test 14
Test Conditions and Results
Unusually fast dispense on John Smiths Bitter using a 70/30 mix of gas at 34psi keg top
pressure to give a 10 second delivery of a pint with pneumatic pump assistance through
12m of 3/8” beer pipe. A total volume of 10.66 Litres measured by the NMO over 24
dispenses
a. i-draught IFM measured 10.73 Litres (+ 0.66%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 10.81 Litres (+1.35%) difference
Commentary
None
Test 15
Test Conditions and Results
Test as per test 14 but including a cleaning operation on John Smiths. Total volume of 4.68
Litres measured by the NMO over 7 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 4.69 Litres (+0.24%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 4.71 Litres (+0.73%) difference
Commentary
None
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Test 16
Test Conditions and Results
Dispense under normal conditions of John Smiths Bitter at 34psi and under gas pressure
only, without pneumatic pump assistance (70/30 gas mixture) with a 16 second pint through
12m of 3/8” beer pipe. A total volume of 8.55 Litres measured by the NMO over 20
dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.55 Litres ( -0.08%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 8.70 Litres (+1.71%) difference
Commentary
None
Test 17
Test Conditions and Results
Dispense under normal conditions of John Smiths Bitter (70/30 gas mixture) with keg head
pressure of 34psi dispensed without pump assistance through 12m of 3/8” beer pipe and
delivering a 21 second pint. A total volume of 8.65 Litres measured by the NMO over 20
dispenses
a. i-draught IFM measured 8.72 Litres (+0.76%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 8.73 Litres (+0.89%) difference
Commentary
None
Test 18
Test Conditions and Results
Normal dispense of Murphy’s Stout with 34psi keg top pressure on a 70/30 gas mixture with
no pump assistance and a 21 second delivery per pint. A total volume of 8.84 Litres
measured by the NMO over 20 dispenses with each delivery being an 80% pour followed by
a top up.
a. i-draught IFM measured 9.00 Litres (+1.76%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 9.02 Litres (+2.08%) difference
Commentary
None
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Test 19
Test Conditions and Results
Normal set up as per test 18 plus a line cleaning operation. A total volume of 2.64Litres
measured by the NMO over 4 dispenses.
a. i-draught IFM measured 2.68 Litres (+1.5%) difference
b. DMS standard flow meter measured 2.68 Litres (+1.54%) difference
Commentary
None
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EMC electrical and RF Testing
Following the 19 metrological tests the equipment was subjected to EMC electrical and RF
testing at the NMO’s offices under dispensing conditions.
The i-draught IFM and DMS standard flow meter performed as expected and in line with the
previous metrological test.
The testing demonstrated that the two systems do not suffer from electrical interference
and the test regime was as follows:
a. Power voltage variations IEC 61000-4-11 (1994-06)
b. Short time power reductions IEC 61000-4-11 (1994-06)
c. Electrical bursts IEC 61000-4-4 (1995-01)
d. Electrostatic discharges IEC 61000-4-2 (1995-01), IEC 61000-4-2-am1 (199801), IEC 61000-4-2 (1999-05)
e. Electromagnetic susceptibility IEC 61000-4-3 (1995-02), IEC 61000-4-3-am1
(1998-06), IEC 61000-4-3 (1998-11) Ed 1.1 TE/22 7/10
Electrical testing already undertaken by the manufacturer for ‘CE’ marking purposes does
not usually include metrological testing of the equipment.
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APPENDIX 1a – TRADING STANDARDS TEST RESULTS

Brulines Demonstration Equipment. Meter Perfromance Test, 27/05/09
Gravimetric testing with regard to the principles outlined in NWML Specificiattion 7230 with
corrections for liquid density, expansion of measure and buoyancy in accordance with
BS6696:1986. Liquid degassed for density measurement.
Liquid:- Fosters Lager (calibration routine performed by Brulines prior to test using this liquid and
a calibrated measure - Mean Pulse Value = 409)
Results sorted in test order.
Test Run

Calculated Volume (ml)

Brulines Quantity (ml)

Brulines Difference (ml)

1

3,537.21

3,517.02

-20.19

-0.57

2

3,513.15

3,487.16

-25.99

-0.74

3

3,111.19

3,089.28

-21.91

-0.70

4

3,126.60

3,101.09

-25.51

-0.82

5

2,989.89

2,967.77

-22.12

-0.74

6

1,942.69

1,931.76

-10.93

-0.56

7

1,930.96

1,923.42

-7.54

-0.39

8

996.20

989.49

-6.71

-0.67

9

1,472.62

1,458.19

-14.43

-0.98

10

997.29

988.10

-9.19

-0.92

11

2,981.04

2,953.18

-27.86

-0.93

12

3,983.11

3,941.28

-41.83

-1.05

13

477.72

476.34

-1.38

-0.29

14

438.05

438.15

0.10

0.02

15

3,006.70

2,976.10

-30.60

-1.02

16

487.76

481.90

-5.86

-1.20

17

471.75

468.01

-3.74

-0.79

18

462.81

461.76

-1.05

-0.23

19

493.03

490.92

-2.11

-0.43

20

473.44

472.18

-1.26

-0.27

21

734.92

731.18

-3.74

-0.51

22

562.23

560.36

-1.87

-0.33

38,190.36

37,904.64

-285.72

-0.75

Total

Table 6: Trading Standards Test Results
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% Error

APPENDIX 1b – TRADING STANDARDS LETTER
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APPENDIX 2 – DATA AUDIT PROCESS OVERVIEW

Audit process to produce and verify the Brulines draught dispense information
The core data and download process
1. The core volumetric data is recorded from the Brulines flow meter that is installed in
the beer line. Each flow meter is connected to the EDIS control panel, the meter
records and transfers the raw data to the control panel.
2. The raw data is then converted to a volumetric total using the scaler, this scaler is a
factor that is measured and assigned to each individual flow meter when it is
calibrated. The data is then stored by the EDIS control panel, the data is held by hour
and by individual flow meter.
3. Each week Brulines Head Office will communicate with the EDIS control panel and
will download the week’s volumetric data. The individual meters are assigned a
product name within the Brulines data base, therefore the data stored is the volume
that has flowed through each meter, by site, by meter, by product and by hour.
The Audit process
4. Our software will systematically review all data before the audit process
commences. It will automatically identify certain volumes as line cleaning and
transfer the relevant volumes to the water stack table, it will also identify any sites
where there may be some potential line cleaning and the site requires a manual
review. (For further details refer to the line cleaning process details).
5. Sites are assigned for audit by individual auditor; apart from the obvious sickness
and holiday cover, generally the same auditor reviews the same sites, which ensures
a consistent audit process for each site and ensures that any historic knowledge of
an individual site is known by the person completing the audit.
6. All sites are automatically downloaded usually early Monday morning and sent to
the line cleaning service. First the auditor will check that each site has downloaded.
They will then run a schedule containing each site in the region that has been
automatically identified for line cleaning review. Each of these sites is manually
reviewed and any volumes identified as cleaning are confirmed and transferred to
the water stack tables. (For further details refer to the line cleaning process details).
7. Note: It is a feature of the Brulines data, that none of the data is removed in the line
cleaning process. The liquid flows identified as beer remain as the beer dispense
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volumes that are reported upon. The liquid flows identified as cleaning remain
attached to the specific line number but are transferred to another data table called
‘the water stack table’ this means whilst they are not reported upon in any beer
dispense reports, they are retained so there is a clear audit trail to the original core
data downloaded from the system.
8. The auditor is trained to always take a prudent view of line cleaning process,
wherever line cleaning is identified or suspected then the volumes are categorised as
water. When a volume is identified as line cleaning the total volume of liquid
dispensed for the whole hour is transferred to the water stack. This methodology
ensures that a cautious view is taken by removing beer volumes as well as water and
line cleaning solution used in a line clean, therefore understating the beer dispense
volumes.
9. The next stage is that the delivery volumes sent from the Pub Company are imported
into the Brulines database. This data is recorded by product, by site by delivery
week.
10. The final stage for the auditor is to review every site in detail each week. To do this
the auditor will again open a group of the sites that have been assigned to them and
they will review the volumes of the beer dispense against the volumes of the beer
deliveries for each individual product within each site. The auditor will be reviewing
specifically a particular week but in their review for any potential issues or anomalies
in the data they will as a minimum review that week alongside the previous 11
weeks data that have already been reviewed and audited in earlier weeks. Specific
things they will be looking at/for are as follows:
a. Wherever there is a noticeable variance between the dispense and the
delivery volumes (normally a 5% or 10% variance over a 12 week period), the
product will be reviewed in more detail, this will include all the following:
i. A review of at least 6 weeks prior to the 12 week period to see if the
difference is a stock holding issue.
ii. If necessary a review of the individual daily and hourly totals for that
week is completed to investigate any data anomalies. A check of the
meter to confirm it has not stopped recording.
iii. A check of the deliveries to see if there are any new products that
may be being dispensed through the line.
b. Where a new product is discovered, the auditor will ring the site and confirm
with the landlord/lady that this is a brand new product and not a product
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swap; if it is still not clear whether it has replaced an existing product then
the auditor will verify the lines with the site.
c. If a meter is suspected of not recording all the beer flow a service call to
check the meter is raised with the operations department after the auditor
has contacted the site and established that there is not a dispense issue on
site.
d. If the data shows an unusual trend of consistent differences between
dispense and the delivered volumes a calibration check is ordered with the
operations department.
e. If the site shows indications of the recording system being tampered with
then the details are passed to the specialist volume recovery department for
further review.
f. For all cask products the auditor will review the total cask dispense and
deliveries as well as the individual lines. Due to the nature of the rotation of
cask products, it is not always possible to compare products by line alone.
The Quality Review check
11. On a cyclical basis each auditor will have their work checked by their team leader to
ensure that the level of audit and review meets the quality standards required by
Brulines. On average an auditor will look after circa 500 sites, the team leader will on
a monthly basis review a random region or regions for each auditor, amounting to a
minimum of 10% of the sites each auditor is responsible for. The Team leader will
review the auditor’s work in detail giving them a score based upon the accuracy, the
understanding and the interpretation of the data. This review is discussed with the
auditor, any issues found obviously being checked in all the sites that they audit.
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APPENDIX 3 – DMS DATA AUDIT PROCESS FOR LINE CLEANING

Line cleaning process for Brulines draught dispense information
The Line cleaning process
1. Line cleaning is a practice where water and detergent are drawn through the beer
lines to thoroughly clean them.
2. It is standard accepted industry best practice to clean all beer lines once a week.
3. By far the most common method of line cleaning is for the process to be done in a
single session outside the normal trading hours of a pub utilising the line cleaning
water ring-main.
4. During this process the Licensee will draw the water used during line cleaning

through the equipment provided by the brewery for this purpose. This equipment
which allows all lines to be cleaned simultaneously is generally a hose which has a
number of cleaning sockets inserted along its length onto which the keg couplers are
attached (This equipment is generally referred to as the line cleaning ring-main).

Figure 6: Image of line cleaning ring main

5. To identify when water and line cleaning fluid is used to clean the lines, Brulines
install a flow meter in the line cleaning water ring-main. Unlike the flow meters
installed in the individual beer lines which are calibrated to exact volumes of beer
dispensed, the meter on the ring main is given a standard calibration value and is not
individually calibrated, its purpose is to detect movement not record volumes.
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6. There are two other types of line cleaning or water dispense that Brulines may have
to identify in a public house. These are generally used on cask beers or when the
water ring main is not operational.
a. The Licensee may clean the lines by drawing water from another source,
most commonly a bucket or other container. If a Licensee is cleaning with
detergent this will most commonly be on one or a number of specific lines
(normally cask) and will generally be done outside trading hours.
b. The Licensee may also occasionally draw water through the lines during
trading hours, this method does not normally involve the use of a detergent,
it is generally done on cask lines and is not normally a full clean. This is called
a ‘flush through’ and is the process whereby the Licensee will draw through a
volume of water (normally up to 1 gallon) between changing cask containers.
7. During the full line cleaning process it is normal for three liquid types to be drawn
through the Brulines beer flow meter and the volume detected by that meter. The
standard Brulines beer flow meter does not differentiate between the liquid types. It
will record the total volume of liquid dispensed through each individual meter in
each hour time period.
8. The different liquids drawn through the beer meter on a standard clean include
water, beer and detergent. A standard beer clean on a beer line would include the
following volumes of liquid.

Pints

Beer held
in the line

Water (also
recorded
through ring
main)

Line
cleaning
solution

Water (also
recorded
through ring
main)

Beer

Total

2

4

4

16

2

28

Table 6: Example line cleaning volume phasing

9. As the flow meter does not distinguish the difference between beer, water or line
cleaning detergent, all volumes recorded in the hour of an identified clean are
removed. This will mean the benefit of any doubt on the exact volumes of beer used
in the clean are counted in the benefit of the Licensee.

Identifying volumes used in the line cleaning process
10. The dispense volumes from each Brulines installation are downloaded by Brulines
each week, the Brulines in-house software then scans all the volumes which have
passed through the line cleaning flow meter and the beer meters. It either
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automatically identifies certain volumes as cleaning or highlights these events for
manual review.

11. The events identified by the Brulines system are as follows
a. If there is any volume detected on the water line in excess of 5 pints in any
hour outside normal trading hours (midnight to midday), this volume and any
dispense volumes on any beer lines are automatically removed from the beer
volume tables and stored in the water stack tables and this data is flagged for
manual review by the auditor to ensure it has been correctly removed.
b. If there is any volume detected on the water during normal trading hours
(midday to midnight), this data is flagged for manual review by the auditor. If
the auditor considers these volumes to be line cleaning, they are highlighted
and removed from the beer volume tables and transferred to the water stack
tables.
c. If there is any volume detected on any beer keg lines in excess of 15 pints in
any hour, outside normal trading hours (midnight to midday), this data is
flagged for manual review by the auditor. If the auditor considers these
volumes to be line cleaning, they are highlighted and removed from the beer
volume tables and transferred to the water stack tables.
d. If there is any volume detected on any beer cask lines in excess of 10 pints in
any hour, regardless of the trading hours, this data is flagged for manual
review by the auditor. If the auditor decides any of these volumes are
cleaning, they are highlighted and removed from the beer volume tables and
transferred to the water stack tables.
12. The Data Auditor then evaluates all items raised for manual review and identifies all
volumes that could be considered line cleaning activity. The auditor always takes a
cautious view during this review to ensure that any decision is always in the benefit
of the Licensee in respect of liquid identified as part of the cleaning process. If any
volumes are suspected as line cleaning they are identified as water, all water
volumes are transferred from the beer table to the water stack table.
13. It is a feature of the Brulines data, that none of the data is removed in the line
cleaning process. The liquid flows identified as beer remain as the beer dispense
volumes reported on. The liquid flows identified as cleaning remain attached to the
specific line number but are transferred to another data table called ‘the water stack
table’ this means whilst they are not reported upon in any beer dispense reports,
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they are retained so there is a clear audit trail to the original core data downloaded
from the system.
14. The final check is that following the line clean the auditor reviews the dispense
volumes of all products on every trading day, investigating any unusual volume flows
or suspected dispense in excess of delivered beer volumes. If there are any volume
movements that look like they may be line cleaning activity then these volumes are
transferred to be stored in the water stack table.
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APPENDIX 4 – TIE NON COMPLIANCE STATISTICS & EVIDENCE

In its subsequent submission to the BIS Committee, Brulines provided fact based statistical
evidence, excerpts of which are outlined later in this appendix.
Further fact based statistical evidence provided herewith ensures that there is an
appropriate level of transparency in the public domain relating to buying out levels. Tables 5
& 6, below, provide a representative sample of consolidated data from across five of the
larger Pub Companies, taken between the 6 September and 22 November 2010. The data in
the table provides an audit trail of all visits conducted and the outcomes in relation to
variances investigated by Brulines relating to keg, cask and packaged beer.
ACTIVITY SAMPLE 6/9/2010 to 22/11/2010
No. of Site Visits

6037

No. of visits with lines showing a
negative variance

3512
Keg

Cask

Packaged

Total

No. of visits where consequential
damages identified

771

150

249

837

No of visits with consequential
damages as a % of visits

13%

2.5%

4%

14%

Volume variance where
consequential damages identified
(36 gal. barrels)

8,027

379

NA

8,406

% of total monetary damages

95%

4%

1%

100%

Average cleaning volume allocated
as a % of total volume

11%

22%

NA

12%

Table 8: Summary of buying out related statistics.
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Share of draught beer volume
monitored by Brulines
Share of total draught beer
consequential damages
Buying out admissions as a % of
visits

Keg

Cask

Total

87%

13%

100%

95.5%

4.5%

100%

1 in 7.8 (13%)

1 in 40 (2.5%)

1 in 6.5 (15.2%)

Table 9: Market relative consequential damages (Keg and Cask)

Notes in accompaniment of the above Tables 8 and 9:
1.

Of the 6037 site visits only 13% (771) were the subject of a consequential damages
claim for keg and 2% (150) for cask. Brulines do not know whether these estimates of
consequential damages were eventually charged to the Licensee as this is the
responsibility of the Pub Company.

2. Whilst cask represents 13% of volumes monitored by Brulines (Cask draught beer
market share is 15%) the damages identified in relation to cask buying out represent
only 4.5% of draught beer consequential damages. In addition cask line cleaning
volumes are twice that of keg due to the ‘water flush’ regimes utilised in some pubs.
This evidence confirms that Brulines are significantly more cautious in dealing with cask
ale volume variances.
3.

Before Brulines conduct a review of the data and evidence with the Licensee, a
calibration check is conducted on all product lines implicated. This provides another
safeguard for the Licensee as it ensures that the variance is not the result of an
equipment malfunction or change to the beer raising equipment between the cellar and
the bar.

4.

Some 249 site visits (29.7% of site visits where buying out was identified) were found to
be purchasing packaged product outside the tie. The identification of this does not rely
on Brulines flow monitoring data, but is physically evidenced by the presence of
‘foreign’ stock on site.

5.

Many of the Pub Companies have BII approved Codes of Practice which provide for
other evidence to be apparent before a damages charge is raise. Examples of evidence
used to support a Consequential Damages Claim for buying out are: product order
history; stock count; foreign stock in Cellar; best before and racking dates; photographic
evidence of foreign stock or equipment tampering.
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6.

At the BIS Committee meeting on 8th December 2009 it was claimed that “nine times
out of 10 the corroborating evidence that is used to back the Brulines’ evidence is a
confession by the tenant which is usually obtained by using Brulines’ evidence”. The
statistical evidence demonstrates that of the 6,037 site visits by Brulines, only 1 in 6.5
Licensees (15.2%) signed an admission of buying outside tie and that in these cases
further evidence of buying out was gathered to corroborate the data.

Excerpts from Brulines previous submissions
Based on data from the last 3 months of 2009, a total of 6,259 customer’s premises were
visited by Brulines Customer Account Managers as a result of having a negative variance or
other data trends requiring review. Of these, 2,368 (37%) were assessed as having a
negative variance requiring further investigation which resulted in 1,381 (22%) admissions
of buying outside the tie, the breakdown of which can be found in Table 10 below.
Product Type
or other
reason

Draught Keg
and Cask Beer

Packaged
Products

Tampering
with the
system

Number of
consequential
damages
claims

%

Brulines
system
accuracy used
in assessment

1,251

90.5

Yes

441

31.9

No

52

3.7

No

Other evidence used to support the claim

Product order history
Stock count
Foreign stock in Cellar
Best before and racking dates
Photographic evidence
Product order history
Stock count
Foreign stock in cellar or fridge
Best before dates
Photographic evidence
Flow-meter bypasses
Secondary cellars
Unauthorised dispense equipment

Table 10: Breakdown of consequential damages for Q4 2009

7.

To assist understanding of the data in Table 10, one full admission of buying out by a
Licensee may consist of draught cask, keg and packaged product. This explains why
claims by product type do not reconcile to 100%.

8.

Licensees who formally agree with the results of the investigation and who sign the UTL
(legal letter of undertaking), are provided with a letter itemising the details of the claim
which will be used to assess and estimate the level of consequential damages. If a site
does not agree with the findings or the level of the suspected negative variance the
matter is passed to the Pub Company for review.
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APPENDIX 5 – REASONS FOR DATA DELETION

As a general principle Brulines does not delete raw data, however there are specific
circumstances which require raw data to be deleted. This is always done in such a way as to
effectively remove, and therefore understate, beer dispense data creating a more positive
variance of delivered volumes over dispensed volumes. Any such adjustment can only result
from a technical fault in the system which produces false dispense data. Whilst such
technical faults are rare, it is important to have effective control protocols and procedures
to ensure corrective action
The following technical fault events will result in dispense data being permanently deleted
from the database:
1.

EDIS 2 panel showing combined dispense data.

On the rare occasion that power is disrupted to an EDIS 2 communication panel over the
transition from one month to another, the prior month’s data is retained on the buffer
whilst data from the following month is also stored on the buffer resulting in a combined
entry of dispense data. A software application is used to resolve this combination
resulting in only the current month’s data being stored in the database and a reset of the
panel buffer no amendment to the data in the panel is made. Only 2,300 EDIS 2
communication panels remain in Brulines base of over 20,000 installations.
2.

Faulty EDIS 2 panel

An unusual and rare electrical fault within the hardware components of the EDIS 2 panel
may result in an obvious data error being recorded in the buffer. This substantial
difference in dispense data beyond any outlets ability to trade is investigated and noted
as a system fault. All data identified as potentially corrupt is permanently deleted and a
service call carried out to replace the faulty panel.
3.

Corrupt data

A substantial increase from a flow meter’s normal dispense volume e.g. quadrupling from
historic levels on a line, across the one hour slot would be flagged as potentially corrupt
data and investigated. The Data Audit Team Leader would be informed and the data
corruption verified. The data for that one hour slot would be permanently deleted,
creating a more positive variance on delivered volume over dispensed volume.
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4. Service issue resulting in two flow meters being installed in one line resulting in
dispense recording double
This can only occur where a flow meter is initially monitoring two beer lines which split in
a ‘Y’ section from one line to two, and subsequent beer line modification works
undertaken by the brand owner’s technical services result in the flow meter being
repositioned downstream on the branch of a ‘Y’ joint rather than on the trunk.
This results in one dispense line being monitored and one not, and a service call is raised
to have a Brulines engineer check the beer line. It has been known for the engineer to
inadvertently install a second flow meter into the main line prior to the ‘Y’. This will
result in double recording of volumes which are dispensed through one of the ‘Y’
branches.
Following the introduction of the second flow meter the data auditor would see an
increase in dispense which on investigation would show two lines on the same dispense
tap set-up recording exactly the same data. A service call would be raised to remove the
secondary ‘Y’ branch flow meter from the beer line, meanwhile dispense on this line
would be flagged as water until the service call has been completed. Once completed and
confirmation of the duplicated data is verified, dispense on the secondary line will be
permanently deleted. Records of these are traceable via the service call history.
5. Sites with Upstream flow-meters installed (these will be in Special Measures dealt
with only by VRS)
Site has had two flow meters (one being placed discreetly) installed in one line to verify
the true dispensed volumes should equipment tampering be suspected. Every week the
Volume Recovery Service team permanently delete the ‘hidden’ flow-meter data in the
database.
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APPENDIX 6 – TESTIMONIALS FOR i-draught

i-draught identified a staff member mis-keying on the till which was costing the business
£50 a week. i-draught allowed me to resolve the problem and ensure that it doesn’t
reoccur.
Mark Lackie, Manager, Belushis Fulham

Since installing i-draught, things have changed in my business. I used to operate with an
£800 a month deficit of stock against my till. This has now reduced to £200. i-draught
enables me to easily identify & action issues that affect my bottom line.
David Langridge, Kent Athletic Club, Luton.

I thought this was just Big Brother but now I’ve gone through the website, it is brilliant and
will give me so much more control over my business
Daniel McCormack, multiple lessee, The Lurcher, and The Moot House, Notts

This Tenant is so positive about i-draught’s capabilities that he has offered to discuss its
merits with Tenants that are concerned about it’s installation by their Pub Company. He is
using i-draught to order just enough beer to preserve maximum cash flow and comparing
drinks against the till every day.

i-draught allows me to concentrate on keeping my wastage to a minimum and the online
management tools give me great handle on my business
Jonathan Williams, George & Dragon, Long Melford

When my Greene King Regional Manager told me about the installation of i-draught I was
initially sceptical but since then I found a number of real benefits. Pour for Pour I can
identify staff who are wasting my beer.
Glenn Woolley, Red Lion, Abingdon
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We use i-draught to compare the drinks that are dispensed against the money put into the
till & keep track of wastage so we can maximise the investment in our pub.
Narem Marugonda, Greyhound, Bury St Edmunds

i-draught has helped me consistently deliver healthy stock results and identify a member of
staff who was abusing stock to his own gain.
Bob Benton, East India Arms, London

After initially being sceptical that the installation would have any real value to myself I have
now realised just how valuable it can be. Although we do not have a vast amount of staff,
they have been trained well and know how to pour a perfect pint! Or so I thought. I have
been able to use the Yield functions to show them just how important what they are doing
actually is and how it impacts our pub’s success especially during these hard trading times.
This has resulted in a much lower ullage amount per week.
It also helps me keep a watchful eye over what is happening when I am not physically on
site, from home.
Jane Cullen, Queens Head, Walton on the Naze
I had a stock deficit of £1000 per month but I didn’t know if this was down to wastage, poor
staff training or drinks being given away. Within a few weeks of i-draught being installed I
was able to tackle some staff issues and saw an amazing turn around in wet sales in the
outlet.
Draught beer yield was 97% but by using the information i-draught provides and addressing
wastage issues, I have been able to increase this to 103% consistently this has added around
£300 per week of much needed revenue to my business and increased profit margins
substantially.
Being a multiple operator I can’t be in 3 places at the same time but i-draught allows me to
ensure draught beer waste is kept to a minimum and beer quality is continually monitored
in all 3 pubs
I can see at the touch of a button if beer lines have been cleaned properly, if beer is being
dispensed at the correct temperature and if my staff are serving the beer properly,
especially with cask ale.
But the biggest benefit is that all of this information is gathered for me by Brulines and I
can view the reports on the web at any time of day as well as getting a weekly report pack
which directs me to any issues immediately.
Kevin Burrows, Coppermount Inns
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i-draught identified that my contracted out line cleaning wasn’t being done effectively and
confirm wastage issues which I can now address with facts.
Emma Joyce, Stag & Hounds, Farnham Common

I use i-draught because it’s extremely informative. I find the system particularly useful in the
current economic climate to ensure that I only order the beer that I need and am not
overstocked. I also ensure that my staff are not over pouring.
Tom Meehan, The Railway, Matlock
As with many other licensees I was very sceptical about the installation of Brulines. I
believed the sole purpose was to "catch me out". How wrong could I have been!! What
they have done is help me keep a MUCH TIGHTER control over my stock. Within 1 week I
was able to feed back to my staff that what was going through the till did not necessarily
tally with what was being poured. Everyone is now much more careful about "over pouring"
and the wastage book is being completed more diligently. I have also put some other
measures in place to help keep a tighter check on my bottle stock. I am looking forward now
to my next stock take - I am confident that it will show a huge decrease in "lost stock" If I
ever moved to another pub I would not hesitate in having them installed again.
Trish Spiller, The Alma, Farnham
..After the next stock take
I was waiting for the result of my stock take to help inform of the already usefulness of the
Brulines System. I had the stock take a couple of weeks ago and was absolutely thrilled with
the result. For the first time since taking over the Alma my stock was in a POSITIVE balance. I
am left in no doubt that this has been achieved through the installation of the system
coupled with other stock control measures I put in place. As I said before I would not
hesitate in recommending Brulines to other licensees.
Trish Spiller, The Alma, Farnham

i-draught has given me excellent control over my draught business. I log in very quickly each
day to ensure that stock use is as effective as possible. It takes me seconds to see if there is
an issue that I need to address.
Steve Farrin, The Swinley, Ascot

It’s incredible - I almost expected it to predict the future!
Robert Waldon, The Stars, March
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Mark Daniels: Why I love my Brulines...
1 December, 2010
By Mark Daniels, Licensee, Tharp Arms, Chippenham, and reproduced with the kind
permission of The Publican
'If pub companies wish to use such a system, then landlords should have access to
something like i-draught, in which they can compare their own data immediately'
My first car was an Austin Rover Mini Metro, and I loved it. Despite the beating that the
spotty, seventeen-year-old me gave it, that car just kept plodding on.
That car just kept going and going until I eventually traded it in for a Ford Capri. Everybody
remembers their first cars and their first loves with rose-tinted fondness, but the one thing
that I always remember about my Metro was the fuel gauge. It was rubbish.
Honestly, you might as well have just drawn a dial on to some cardboard and stuck it over
the display; it would have been far more accurate and I was reminded of that petrol gauge
earlier this year when my brewery popped up and said they wanted to install Brulines in my
premises.
Like many tied licensees, I was immediately wary of having a monitoring solution fitted on
my lines and, full of all the information I had gathered from the media, I didn’t want a
system in that was woefully inaccurate, that meant that I was constantly being spied on and
that, as we were being led to believe, would have me convicted of breaking my contract and
evicted from my home before it had even been switched on.
Brulines, I felt, eroded the trust that existed between myself and my business partners and,
despite the fact that I’ve never purchased beer for sale in my pub outside of my contract, I
immediately felt guilty at the prospect of being watched.
So when it was installed I set out to prove the Brulines detractors right. I was determined to
make sure that any inaccuracy within the system was highlighted and I would become a pain
in the arse to my BDM in order to achieve this.
Greene King fitted the i-draught version of Brulines, meaning that I get an almost-instant
display of what has been sold through which font. Beer, line-cleaning fluid and water are all
reported, by hour, on a slightly basic but relatively easy-to-understand screen and summary
screens report on total volume, temperature and whether it’s been too long since the line
was cleaned. There’s even a display that shows how much beer was delivered on which
date.
i-draught also allows me to marry the figures Brulines provide to the figures my till provides.
It’s not a time consuming job if you get in to the habit of doing it regularly, but it is a bit of a
pain. However, it’s a vital task if you’re going to show that the system doesn’t work, and so I
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set about diligently inputting the numbers from my ePos system and comparing the figures
Brulines produced.
Almost immediately I could see errors. I was on the phone quicker than Gillian McKeith can
feint in a bushtucker trial, complaining to Brulines support that their system was inaccurate.
They figured it was a calibration error and sent an engineer down to recalibrate and we
started the process again. This became a cycle for a few weeks: they’d have a look at my
equipment, I’d input some numbers and complain that the difference meant their system
was wrong.
The difference between my numbers and the i-draught numbers was often marginal: a pint
here, a pint there; but ultimately it added up to big differences by the end of the week.
Eventually, exasperated that we were getting nowhere with tallying up the data, I decided
to spend a couple of days by myself on the bar, keeping a manual record of pints sold too. I
chose the early part of the week so that it was quieter, and kept a meticulous bar chart
alongside the reports of the till. My wife thought I was being a bit anal, but I’d got a bee in
my bonnet and wanted to get a Publican blog written up to demonstrate the erroneous
ways of monitoring equipment.
The trouble was this: at the end of day one, my bar chart, my till and my Brulines report all
matched. How odd.
At the end of day two, the same thing happened. On day three, I cleaned the lines (keeping
a record of my water and line cleaning fluid) and there was a margin of error so small
between the three reports it was almost not worth bothering about.
On day four, a Thursday, I put a member of staff on in the evening and at the end of the
night there was a discrepancy between the till and Brulines...
Over the course of that weekend, I spotted discrepancies between the till reports and the
Brulines report and it gradually dawned on me that the errors weren’t coming from the
Brulines equipment.
In a rush on a busy Friday night staff will add the price of the round up in their head and
enter the number manually, rather than pushing the different buttons that correspond to
the product sold. Immediately the till and Brulines showed errors. Locking down the till so
that staff had to use the pre-programmed functions annoyed them, but meant that the
product sold matched more closely; then I was able to spot over-pouring happening. Or
pints not being registered to tabs on the till in a rush when serving the Sunday lunch.
Internal errors that were my responsibility, and that I might not have spotted if I hadn’t
been so desperate to prove the equipment in my premises wrong.
Today, six months later, I monitor my Brulines equipment daily. There have been hiccups
along the way (the device on my Carlsberg line broke down and failed to report for a week
before it was replaced) and the two-stage pour of Guinness can cause the system to report
a pint and a bit poured when only a pint has been dispensed. Sometimes, in line-cleaning,
the system can fail to correctly identify the transition from product to line-cleaning fluid. But
these are marginal, and often self-explanatory.
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This isn’t an effort to destabilise the argument against Brulines, simply the fact that I have
actually found the system to work - and, more importantly, to be useful.
If pub companies wish to use such a system, then landlords should have access to
something like i-draught, in which they can compare their own data immediately. But if you
have got such a system you should be using it as well, not just to aid any argument you
might have with your landlord, but to be sure yourself that the product is being dispensed
correctly. For peace of mind.
And we should always remember that, like the petrol display in a car, the information
obtained from such equipment is just a guide to what is happening. It’s not necessarily
gospel.
After all, the other day my wife drove our current car for twenty miles with the petrol
computer displaying a range of zero miles left in the tank
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APPENDIX 7 - FACT OR FICTION - DEBUNKING THE MYTHS

Brulines is aware that there are many misleading and erroneous ‘so called facts’ or ‘opinions
presented as facts’ in the public domain. Some of these are presented below:

Equipment and accuracy
1.

Flow meters accuracy is adversely affected by gas. Incorrect. In the NMO testing both
DMS and i-draught accurately dealt with the introduction of surplus gas in the beer line
and were also proven not to be adversely affected by so called ‘two phase flow’ in the
beer line.

2.

Flow meters are affected by EMC. Incorrect. The flow meter and the communications
panel are both unaffected by EMC type interference. The NMO tests go beyond
previous EMC testing conducted for Brulines, in that they also included metrological
tests whilst in the chamber and show that the data recorded is unaffected and accurate.

3.

There are numerous technical problems with the flow meter and it is not installed by
Brulines according to the Manufacturer’s Instructions. Incorrect. It has been
demonstrated both during testing and in field installations that the flow meter is fit for
purpose and its application does not have technical problems.


Beer dispense equipment flow rates of 1.5 – 4.5 litres per minute are well
within the manufacturers recommended flow rate range of 0.6 – 10.0 litres per
minute



Reverse flow and draining down have negligible impact on volume and do not
damage the flow meter.



Flow meters are not affected by EMC interference



Flow meters are not adversely affected by gas



In agreement with the manufacturer we do not install upstream filtration as it
is unnecessary and would only restrict flow and become a yeast trap. It is
worth noting that any restriction to the flow meter from unclean lines would
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only slow the flow meter and reduce the recorded volume, creating a more
positive variance of delivered volume over dispensed volume.
By their very nature a manufacturer’s universal instructions invariably advise optimum
installation conditions and also provide a catch all to limit potential liability for flow
meter performance should there be deviation from them. In the case of our beer
monitoring applications we install flow meters in accordance with specific guidelines
which have been agreed with the manufacturer, Titan Enterprises Ltd. Titan’s letter to
this effect can be found in Appendix 8, Page 80
Brulines engineers are trained to install flow meters to a high standard recognising the
product which is being monitored and the cellar environment specific to the
installation, whilst being true to the manufacturer’s guidelines.
The flow meters are calibrated in situ and then monitored on a weekly basis in
comparison to delivered volumes, providing an ongoing quality assurance check against
flow meter performance and calibration settings, with differences being analysed and
investigated, this therefore negates the need to calibrate annually, which would be the
case if the comparable volumes were not supplied.
4.

DMS inability to accurately identify line cleaning undermines the integrity of the data.
Incorrect. In the case of keg products the occurrence of line cleaning is normally
indicated by activity through the ‘line cleaning ring main’ flow meter, whereas for cask
ale it is identified during the data audit and analysis process. Our processes identify and
isolate volumes deemed to be part of the beer line cleaning process, with safeguards
being taken to ensure that the keg line cleaning volumes set aside tend to understate
dispensed beer volume, creating a more positive variance of delivered volume over
dispensed volume. In the case of cask ale line cleaning a further favourable allowance is
used which is borne out by the ‘Tie Non Compliance Statistics & Evidence (Appendix 4,
Page 61).

5.

The Brulines flow meter accuracy is seriously affected by reverse flow and air drawn
through between barrel changes. Incorrect. In the case of reverse flow, the flow
meter will record volume flow through it either way, however as there are in situ
valves, and as we install our flow meter before a split in the line this effect is minimal.
In respect of air/gas movement, testing by both Brulines and the NMO has confirmed
that the flow meter does not record either air/gas flow pulled through the line or
trapped in the line during a barrel change.

6.

The Brulines DMS flow meter is completely inaccurate when measuring cask beer
Incorrect. Brulines recognise that cask ale flow monitoring is less accurate than that for
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keg beer. As such we apply a 5% reduction to cask volumes which may be used to
support consequential damages claims, and always take a prudent view on dispensed
volumes of cask.
The key elements to consider for cask ale are:
a) The live nature of the product - can experience gas breakout if not correctly
conditioned.
b) Dispense using a manual hand pump is less consistent resulting in its
measurement being less accurate and repeatable than that for keg products.
Cask lines are calibrated using a minimum of at least 5 drinks (for keg beer a calibration
can be confirmed by two dispenses that give the same result). Where the range of
results is acceptable (the range can vary by as much as 10%) we take an average of
these readings as the calibrated value.
7.

The Brulines DMS flow meter is completely unable to detect line cleaning volumes for
cask ale products. Brulines have manual processes, safeguards and controls which
ensure that line cleaning is accounted for favourably for the licensee. For cask ale,
unlike keg products, there is no water/cleaning ring main with a flow meter, however
our manual audit processes should correctly detect all full cleans and most flushes
(where a small number of pints of water are flushed through the lines between barrel
changes to clear the line of any solids). Proactive licensees often confirm their normal
cask ale line cleaning regime with the data auditor.
We do not absolutely guarantee detection of all flushes especially during peak trading
hours, as such our audit process is particularly prudent on any potential cleaning or
flushing actions on cask lines outside of trading hours and any unusually high dispense
movements (in relationship to other products dispensed) in trading hours.
A large water flush through volume between casks would be about 4 pints. In the
unlikely event that this was done with every 9 gallon barrel change and assuming
Brulines missed every flush (which we absolutely do not), the total potential ‘flushed’
water volume would be 4 pints in 72 (72 pints = 9 gallons) i.e. 5.5%.
Many sites do not flush on change of cask, whilst the majority do not flush every
change and generally complete any flush outside key trading hours when the pub is
quiet in which case it is straightforward to detect and remove this volume. We
therefore believe our processes are extremely prudent in favour of the licensee and we
are much more likely to understate rather than overstate dispense volumes. As we
already apply the 5% deduction on the total dispense volumes of cask we take a
particularly cautious view of cask volumes.
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8.

The ‘k’ factor of the flow-meter has a substantial impact on the performance of the
flow-meter and its accuracy. This is true of any flow meter and is the very reason why
Brulines calibrate all flow meters in situ, with draught product and under the usual site
dispense conditions rather than utilising a ‘standard‘ k factor for all flow meters.

9.

Brulines flow meters are likely to pick up spurious information that isn’t generated by
dispense volumes because they don’t have screened cable. Incorrect. Brulines
receives the flow meters from Titan Enterprises with unscreened cable. The EMC and
metrological testing conducted on the connected system by Brulines and more recently
by the NMO clearly shows no adverse affects from the use of this. In addition, the
installation standards are in place whereby Brulines engineers ensure that all areas of
possible interference are avoided including power cables and adaptors

Legislation, Authorities and Quality standards
10. Flow monitoring is regulated by the Weights & Measures Act. Following the first
Business & Enterprise Committee (BEC) report in May 2009, we worked with our local
Trading Standards Office to conduct a review of DMS equipment, protocols, and
procedures. Trading Standards carried out a comprehensive review of these and tested
our equipment under controlled conditions following which we received a written
response (see Appendix 1a and 1b, Page 51) containing the test results and their official
view of the status of the equipment, which was that it is not ‘prescribed by regulation’
and does not need to be stamped by a weights and measures inspector.
The NMO confirmed that the equipment is not ‘prescribed by regulation’. However in
the event that the equipment is used in a manner different to that described, it could
be deemed “use for trade” under section 7 of the Weights and Measures Act 1985, in
which case it would then need to comply with section 17 which relates to false or unjust
equipment.
In regard to section 7, Brulines is confident that the commercial application of its
equipment, as utilised by our customers and as described by this guide, is not “use for
trade” i.e. measurements are not taken directly from the flow meter and applied as
fines or levies. Secondly, the high level of equipment accuracy together with the
process safeguards would protect against any allegation of false or unjust use.
11. Interpretation from individual Trading Standards officers is that they believe Brulines
equipment should be prescribed. Individuals may have expressed their personal
opinions, however the equipment is not prescribed under the Weights and Measures
Act 1985, and we are unaware of any plans to that effect.
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12. Testing of Brulines equipment by the NMO is biased as it was paid for privately and
conducted in secret. Brulines had no option but to pay for the testing as the equipment
is not prescribed by regulation. The test schedule was created by the NMO and the
testing itself was conducted by Weights and Measures officials under metrological
assessment conditions to ensure accuracy and completeness
13. NMO Testing was conducted in a laboratory rather than a real pub environment.
Testing was conducted in real dispensing conditions utilising scenarios and equipment
found in the vast majority of pubs in the UK
14. Brulines does not comply with the essential requirements of the ‘Measuring
Instruments Directive’ (Non-Prescribed Instruments) Regulations 2006. Not Relevant.
Brulines cannot comply as these regulations have been drafted / published to address
quite different measuring systems both in design and application to our beer
monitoring solutions. Neither of Brulines beer monitoring solutions are akin to, as
described in the regulations, “A system that comprises an instrument designed to
measure continuously, memorise and display the quantity at metering conditions of
liquid flowing through the measurement transducer in a closed, fully charged conduit
itself and all devices required to ensure correct measurement or intended to facilitate
the measuring operations.” Brulines systems do however comply with the
requirements to be CE marked and are declared as such.
15. Brulines is not an ISO registered company. Brulines is not required to be an ISO
registered company, however having implemented BS5750, Investors in People and ISO
in other businesses, Brulines management do understand the merits of quality systems
and we have our own internal quality assurance procedures, which include a random
audit of at least 10% of each data auditor’s sites monthly and regular audits of field
operations.
16. The Trading Standards checking protocol is designed in the interests of Brulines and
requires them to control the test, requiring confirmation of sites that will be tested
and not enabling trading standards officers to conduct ‘covert testing’. The Testing
protocol was designed following a request from Trading Standards to allow full and
impartial testing of the Brulines system. In respect of the various points raised:
 Brulines require 24 hours notice of a test, this is so that we can arrange a calibrator
to be available online; without having a calibrator present online observing real time
it is not possible to record individual volume flows as the DMS system totalises
volumes. The reason for the calibrator is so that the trading standards officer can
control the process and record any volumes he wishes, Brulines are unaware of the
volumes the officer has measured until after the test.
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 Brulines are unsure what a ‘covert’ test is or why it is required, if this is deemed
necessary, then Brulines will attempt to satisfy this requirement, however we believe
it is better if all testing is conducted in an open and professional manner.
 Brulines has agreed with trading standards that where we believe that a licensee is
‘tampering’ with the system that we would request to send an official to witness the
test and examine the dispense equipment with trading standards for evidence of
tampering immediately before the testing takes part. This ensures open and reliable
testing results
Customer’s use and application of DMS services
17. Data provided by Brulines identifies Licensees who are ‘buying out’. Incorrect. The
data initially provided by Brulines simply identifies a ‘variance’ between what has been
delivered and dispensed. Further investigations are carried out and evidence gathered
before any allegation of buying outside the tie is made.
18. The data in Brulines reports used to identify potential buying out is taken directly
from the flow meter. Incorrect. The volumetric data taken from the flow meter is
audited and subject to various measures including the removal of water and line
cleaning volumes and stock movement review as a minimum.
19. Brulines take the data in the report and apply a ‘fine’ to the tenant for buying outside
the tie. Incorrect. Where Brulines Volume Recovery Service (see Volume Recovery
Service section, P31) is contracted, each variance is thoroughly investigated with
additional evidence of buying out being sought. Brulines do not assess ‘fines’ or ‘levies’.
20. Brulines system is ‘loaded in favour of the Pub Company’. Incorrect. Brulines processes
are designed and agreed with the Pub Company to always give the benefit of the doubt
to the Licensee. The line cleaning volumes set aside should always reduce the beer
dispense volumes, creating a more positive variance of delivered volume over
dispensed volume. For cask ale an additional favourable allowance is used, as outlined
in the audit process in Appendix 2, Page 54.
21. Brulines will charge a Licensee even if there is a discrepancy of only a few pints.
Incorrect. Brulines do not raise charges. There are agreed minimum thresholds below
which Brulines will not pursue the investigation of a negative variance i.e. 3% over the
12 week review. Variances are generally assessed over a minimum 12 week period but
more normally an 18 week period.
22. Brulines receive a share of the consequential damages charged to Licensees as a result
of buying outside the tie. This is wholly incorrect. Brulines generate revenue through
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the sale of hardware and services which are entirely unrelated to the number or level of
consequential damages charged or recovered a Pub Company.
23. The system is only used by leased/tenanted Pub Companies. The DMS was originally
developed to provide improved transparency to draught beer throughputs in tenanted /
leased operations. Securing contractual volumes associated with the tie provides a
compelling return on investment. DMS has historically been used by a number of small
managed operations who happen to be licensees of the big pub companies where the
system is already installed. DMS is not actively sold to Managed Pub Groups because
they require a wider range of information on draught beer operations, including yield
data, and EPOS variance analysis, in order to derive a compelling return on investment.
The i-draught service, which uses the same flow meter chassis as the DMS, is installed in
Leased/Tenanted and Managed Operators and provides more detailed and insightful
operational data which can be used to reduce operating costs, improve quality and
increase site profitability. It can also be connected to an EPOS till system to provide an
‘end to end’ perspective on draught beer dispense in the retailing operation
24. Brulines have no legal right of entry to the premises. Brulines have legal right of entry
to premises under the terms provided for in the commercial agreement between the
Pub Company and the Licensee.
Data audit and variance analysis
25. Brulines manipulate the data in favour of the Pub Companies. Incorrect. Brulines does
not in any way ‘tamper with’ or ‘manipulate’ the data in favour of the pub companies.
The only manual adjustment made by Brulines takes place during the weekly audit
review when assessed line cleaning data is transferred from the raw dispense data in a
manner that understates beer dispense volume creating a more positive variance of
delivered volume over dispensed volume. The integrity of our processes and
information provision is sacrosanct and no evidence has ever been produced to the
effect that Brulines has falsely tampered with or manipulated data in a manner that
would lead to a licensee being investigated for buying outside of the tie. The complete
raw data which is used in comparison measurements is retained to provide a complete
audit trail and allow future investigation. Only in very exceptional circumstances, such
as faults outlined in Appendix 5 (Page 64), where it is beyond reasonable doubt is the
data removed, however a note of any such adjustment is retained.
26. Brulines are secretive and unresponsive. Incorrect. There is a high degree of openness
through accessible reporting where web based reports are made available to pub
companies and licensees who have unique passwords to access the information.
Licensees can query reports, gain explanations, provide further information, explain
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anomalies, and seek corrective action where appropriate. The data auditor for a pub is
normally readily available at the end of a phone.
We clearly do not divulge confidential data to third parties.
27. The system has the ability to write data back into the memory on site at the pub.
Incorrect. Neither the Brulines systems nor employees who use those systems have the
ability to write data back into the memory of the communications panel(s) on site.
Even if it were possible to perform such a function, the number of people involved in
the end to end process is such that it would be unrealistic to ensure that the various
back up information and analysis remained coherent
28. The DMS data is manipulated in favour of the Pub Company in the two weeks it takes
Brulines to make it available to the licensee. Incorrect. Brulines DMS service provides
weekly reporting which involves a weekly download of DMS data at the end of the
normal trading week, and also the import of weekly delivery information from the
customer. The data is then subject to audit and verification, a key element being the
integration of the delivery data with the DMS dispense data to produce the dispense
versus delivery information, and also identify any new products or changes in products
supplied and dispensed. The data is never manipulated, however the audit process
does identify where potential line cleaning has occurred, these volumes are clearly
highlighted and transferred out of the beer dispense totals in a manner which
understates beer dispense volumes creating a more positive variance of delivered
volume over dispensed volume. The raw data is always retained for future reference
should it be required
Brulines generally finalises its audit process within 48 hours of receipt of the delivery
data, and normally distributes data to the pub company within 5 days of the data
download / delivery information receipt, at which time it is also available to the
licensee. At this stage the elapsed time since actual dispense could be between 7-14
days.
Where a licensee requires data more regularly, Brulines can upgrade the DMS
communication panel to GPRS which is always live or for a small fee Brulines will
download and post the data for the site every 24 hours. Given the live nature of the
information the licensee is informed they will be receiving real time raw data and that it
has not been audited by Brulines.
29. Opening stocks are not taken into account Where possible opening stock is taken in
order to allow earlier analysis of the delivered v dispensed variance trend. Where
opening stocks are not available, any initial variance due to stock holding will be a
stable quantity through the 12 week reporting period.
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APPENDIX 8 – TITAN LETTER
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APPENDIX 9 – ABOUT BRULINES

DIRECTORS AND SENIOR MANAGEMENT BOIGRAPHIES
James Dickson, Chief Executive BSc, MBA, Chartered Director
Prior to joining Brulines in 2003, James had worked in the brewing industry since 1990.
Following his BSc Civil Engineering (1981) James worked internationally with
Schlumberger, the leading international oilfield services provider. Following an MBA at
IMD, Lausanne in 1989 he joined Scottish & Newcastle, where he held several posts
including Operations Director, and National Account Director for Pub Groups and
Wholesalers. In 1997 James joined Whitbread as UK Dispense Director, responsible for
beer dispense and product quality, before being appointed Marketing & Sales Director
for Heineken. He led the management buyout of Brulines in May 2005 and its successful
AIM listing in October 2006. James was admitted as a Chartered Director by the Institute
of Directors Chartered Accreditation Board in November 2004, and was awarded Tees
Valley Executive of the Year in 2007.
James Newman, Non Executive Chairman FCA, MCT
James was appointed Non Executive Chairman of Brulines in early 2006 as part of the
preparations for the AIM listing in October 2006. He has a portfolio of non-executive
directorships in both the private and public sectors, and currently Chairman of two PLCs
and senior Non Executive Director of two others and has been Chairman of Finance
Yorkshire, the main SME funder for the Yorkshire and Humber region, since it was set up
in 2009. He has just completed a successful year as Master Cutler. James has just been
appointed the first Chairman of the Sheffield City Region Local Enterprise Partnership
Board (LEP), set up by the Government to replace the Regional Development Agencies in
England. He has also been a Governor of Sheffield Hallam University since 2003 and is
currently Deputy Chairman of the Board and is also Chairman of a large national charity,
running care homes for the elderly.
Much of his full time career was spent as Group Finance Director of a number of FTSE
PLCs, in a number of different manufacturing and service industries, including Kelda
Group plc, where he was also Deputy CEO, Watmoughs and BRIDON. As a Non Executive
Director, he has been Chairman of Waste Recycling and on the boards of Scott Wilson
and Richmond Foods, before all their respective takeovers. James is a Fellow of the
Institute of Chartered Accountants in England and Wales and a Member of the
Association of Corporate Treasurers.
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Stewart Gilliland, Non Executive Director
Stewart joined the Company as a Non-Executive Director on 2 May 2006. In 1984
following sales roles with Pedigree pet foods, Stewart joined Whitbread's beer division
where he held senior sales and marketing roles, becoming Chief Executive Officer of this
division when the business was acquired by Interbrew UK in 2001. In September 2003 he
was appointed Zone President Canada and a member of the InBev Executive Board. In
January 2005 he was promoted to Zone President Western Europe, leaving InBEV
business to return to the UK in January 2006. Stewart joined Muller Dairy UK and Ireland
as Chief Executive in June 2006 a role he held until March 2010 and then took on the role
of part time Chairman for the remainder of the year.
He has now retired from Muller and in addition to his NED role with Brulines he holds
NED roles with Booker Group PLC and Sutton and East Surrey Water Company PLC.
Mark Foster, Finance Director FCA
Mark joined the Company in January 2006, having previously been Finance Director of
Harrison & Clough Limited, a large independent distributor of fasteners, fixings and hand
tools. Prior to this, Mark had worked as a Financial Controller in National Power plc, and
Chief Financial Accountant at Pubmaster Limited (acquired in 2003 by Punch). Mark
trained and qualified as a Chartered Accountant with KPMG. Mark is also responsible for
the Group's company secretarial and human resources department. Since joining, Mark
has been involved directly with the Groups flotation, eight subsequent acquisitions and
one divisional disposal to a new start up.
Duncan Noble, Operations Director
Duncan joined Brulines as Operations Manager in July 2003 and was made a Director of
Brulines in December 2003. Prior to joining Brulines, Duncan had held management roles
with Ericsson for 3 years, which he joined after spending 6 years as an officer in the
British Army. As Operations Director, Duncan is responsible for the operational and
technological effectiveness of the group and its subsidiary companies. Duncan was made
a Director of the Group in May 2006.
Stewart Darling, Group Commercial Director & Managing Director – Leisure Division
Stewart joined the Company as Group Commercial Director in November 2008 with
primary responsibility for Group sales to the UK and International leisure markets.
Following an engineering apprenticeship with the National Coal Board in the early 1980’s,
Stewart held engineering management posts in both the Ministry of Defence and Scottish
and Newcastle whom he joined in 1991. During his 16 years in the drinks industry, and at
a time of rapid international growth of the Scottish and Newcastle business, he held
senior commercial roles in the UK and France before in 2007 becoming Group Sales
Development Director for Scottish and Newcastle’s Group Head Office with responsibility
for driving sales growth in its joint venture and developing market businesses in Eastern
and Western Europe.
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Phil Maud, Managing Director, Fuel Solutions Division
On 25 September 2009, Phil Maud was appointed Managing Director of the Group’s Fuel
Solutions Division. Phil has 15 years’ experience in Retail Forecourt Management,
including Morrisons Supermarkets plc where he spent the last eight years as Director of
Petrol Forecourts. In this role he was responsible for the second largest by volume
supermarket forecourt network and the fifth largest of all forecourt chains in the UK,
including oil companies. Under Phil’s leadership Morrisons’ forecourts had, consistently
demonstrated market leading like-for-like growth. Prior to Morrisons, he was National
Operations Manager for forecourts at ASDA Group plc.
Jeff Anspach, FCA, Customer Support Director
Jeff joined the Group in January 2008 following Brulines’ acquisition of Nucleus Data Ltd,
its main competitor, where he was Managing Director. Jeff currently holds dual roles of
Customer Support Director and Managing Director Gaming Machine Data Services.
Previous roles prior to the set up of Nucleus Data Ltd in 1999 included Finance Director
for Commer Inns, and then The Tadcaster Pub Company. He retains a Non-Executive
Director position for Tadcaster Pub Company. Jeff trained and qualified as a Chartered
Accountant with Touche Ross
Steve Alton
Steve joined the business in August 2010 as Commercial Director for the core beer
monitoring business.
Steve spent many years with British Telecom where he held several senior commercial
and general management roles in both their Professional and Managed services division,
and the BT Redcare business which amongst other things provides telemetry solutions to
industry.
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VALUES and BEHAVIOURS
Our values and Behaviours were developed by Brulines staff through our Employee Liaison
Group, and are supported by our reward and recognition processes.
Passion






Lead By Example & Be Seen In The Business
Take Pride In What We Do & Set High Standards
Willingness To Act & Commitment To Get The Job Done
Demonstrate Energy & Enthusiasm To Create A Positive Influence
Want To Share in achieving Brulines Vision

(Understand What We Are Trying To Do)
Excellence




Constantly Challenging The Way We Do Things & Flexible To Change
Improve The Value & Quality Of Our Service For Our Customers
Recognise And Celebrate Each Others Continuous Improvement, Achievement &
Success

(Grow In Our Jobs & Know When We Are Doing Our Best)
Honesty
We conduct all business relationships in an open and honest manner and we respect
everyone we work with;
 By Giving & Receiving Constructive and Honest Feedback





By Doing What We Say We Will Do
Taking Responsibility For Our Mistakes & Learning From Them
Achieving Business Goals Whilst Respecting Individuals Differences
We Resolve All Problems Based On The Facts And Not By Taking Sides

(Say What We Feel)
Responsibility
We work in an environment where each of us is encouraged to take responsibility for
making decisions and taking actions to improve the business;


Taking Responsibility For Resolving Customer Issues Outside Their Normal Job



Enthusiastic About Taking On Greater Responsibility



Talking Up Or Selling All Brulines Products & Services



Prepared To Take Risks And Not Frightened Of Failure

(Be Responsible For Customers)
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Caring



Encourage Each Other To Maximise Our Potential
Listening And Responding To The Needs Of Customers And Colleagues

(Work for each other & be responsible)
Teamwork
 We Work Together, We Support Each other, We “Talk Up” Everything We Do
 When We Succeed We Celebrate Together
 When Things Go Wrong We Work Together To Put It Right
(We work for each other)
Enjoyment


We Get The Most Out Of Our Lives By Balancing Work, Rest And Play

(Enjoy our work)
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About Brulines – Key Facts
Brulines Group is focused on the provision of real time monitoring and data management
services for the UK's leisure and petrol forecourt sectors. Since its admission to AIM in 2006,
the Group has grown both organically and through a series of strategic acquisitions to give
the Group access to key vertical markets. The Group operates two divisions which comprise
five key products:
LEISURE DIVISION
Dispense
Monitoring
(DMS)

The Group's core product, DMS, is widely used by owners and operators
within the UK licensed on-trade, especially the tenanted / leased pub sector.
Flow meters connected to draught beer dispense lines send data via an on site communication panel to a secure central database. Liquid volumes by
fount, draught wine or post mix are tracked as they are served, thereby
helping customers to maximise sales, service and quality as well as managing
their costs. DMS is installed in the majority of our installation base which is
currently over 20,000 pubs, and manages data for more than one in
three UK pubs.

i-draught

A more recent and rapidly growing product offer is i-draughtTM, an extension
of the Group's DMS, which scrutinises the quality of products running
through beer lines in a bar; measuring volume, temperature, flow rate and
liquid type (e.g. beer, cleaning fluid or water) at the point of dispense. idraught is the first system to provide effective measurement of true yields on
draught products. Actual dispense volumes are compared with till
transactions to identify shrinkage from products given away, pilferage and
wastage. i-draught measures the precise temperature of every pint as it is
dispensed, the time taken to dispense each drink, and automatically
identifies the liquid allowing customers to know exactly when lines are
cleaned. Wherever they are, customers can stay in control through accessing
their information on a secure web site.

Gaming
Machine
Data
Services

The acquisition of Coin Metrics in May 2007 was a strong strategic fit with
Brulines' existing Machine Insite business which already provides gaming
machine data management and consultancy services to operators within the
pub, club and leisure markets. Customers benefit from state-of-the-art realtime data capture and reporting systems that deliver improved machine
profitability and operational security.

Vending
Telemetry

The Group's subsidiary Vianet is a pan-European provider of telemetry
solutions and data applications to the vending industry. Vianet provides
services for all vending management needs; from operations, sales, field
services, national accounts to senior management.
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FUEL SOLUTIONS DIVISION
UK Petrol
Forecourt
Data
Services

The Group's wholly-owned subsidiary, Edensure, supplies key management
information to independent, multi branded owner, and supermarket petrol
forecourt operators in the UK which helps reduce loss of fuel and improve
profitability. Edensure provides petrol retailers with an unrivalled level of
accuracy in the monitoring and management of their wet stock, using the
most sophisticated analytical techniques available worldwide.
This division has been further strengthened by the acquisitions of Energy
Level Systems in March 2010, the UK distributor of OPW Fuel Management
Systems tank gauging solutions, and Retail & Forecourt Solutions in June
2010, the market leader in fuel pump calibration, adjustment and legal
verification, and also a leading provider of forecourt audit and compliance
services. The acquisition of LBI Installations Ltd, also in June 2010, brought
additional expertise in the area of web-based contract management solutions
for forecourt operations.

 Brulines employs over 300 staff, over 200 of which are within the core beer
monitoring business of Brulines Ltd. Within that there are over 50 staff employed in
Data Audit based at the head office in Stockton, as well as a dedicated Health and
Safety function.


Brulines attained IIP accreditation in 2005 and was Tees Valley Company of the Year
2007
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